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FOREWORD
Kenya Water Towers Agency was established through
the Kenya Gazette Notice No. 27 of 20th April 2012.
The mandate of KWTA is to coordinate and oversee
protection, conservation and rehabilitation of water
tower ecosystems across the country. In pursuit of this
mandate, KWTA has gazetted 18 water towers in Kenya
and identified 70 more water towers for gazettement.
KWTA has provided leadership in coordinating
sustainable management of water towers by initiating
and strengthening partnerships and linkages for
comprehensive and integrated management of natural
resources in the water tower ecosystems. As such,
Ecosystem management planning offers a perfect decision support tool for effective,
efficient and integrated sustainable natural resource management in the water towers
KWTA plays a critical role of developing and disseminating Ecosystem Management
Plans (EMP) for water towers. The Ecosystem Management Plans are expected to
contribute towards attainment of the KWTA’s Vision and the President’s BIG 4 agenda in
the medium term, the “The Kenya Vision 2030” and other international commitments
such as the Sustainable Development Goals in the long term. Thus, the preparation of
Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan offers an excellent opportunity
for the Agency to exercise its mandate in coordinating sustainable management of water
towers in the country to ensure they optimally supply required ecosystem goods and
services at local, national and international levels. It therefore gives me great pleasure
to be a part of this process, which will lead to sustainable management of Endau Hills
Water Tower, and ultimately all other water towers in the country.

Isaac P. Kalua, PhD, CBS,
Board Chairman,
KENYAWATER TOWER AGENCY
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PREFACE
Kenya Water Towers Agency is mandated to coordinate
the protection, conservation, rehabilitation and
sustainable management of water towers in the
country. Anchored in its mission of being the global
leader in the management of water towers, KWTA
commits to providing exceptional leadership towards
sustainable management of water towers for socioeconomic development. The achievement of this
mission requires multiagency coordination and
collaboration, financial investment, enabling policy and
legal environment and development of appropriate
decision support tools such as Ecosystem Management
Plans. Ecosystem Management Plans are suitable decision support tools that offer the
right trajectory for integrated management of natural resources in water towers.
Water Towers in Kenya face various threats and challenges that compromise their
capacity to provide required ecosystem goods and services and KWTA intends to
provide management support through the development of Ecosystem Management
Plans. The development of Ecosystem Management Plans is a participatory planning
and learning process involving a wide range of stakeholders involved in management
of water tower ecosystems. Development of Endau Hills Ecosystem Management
Plan is a timely action and is set to address threats and challenges that hinder proper
functioning of Endau Hills water tower.
This Ecosystem Management Plan provides the perfect impetus for a 10-year conservation,
protection and rehabilitation process for the Endau Hills water tower. KWTA offers her
commitment to coordinate all stakeholders, especially the County Government of Kitui
and surrounding communities to ensure successful implementation of the Ecosystem
Management Plan. I therefore, on behalf of KWTA make an earnest appeal to all
collaborators, partners and stakeholders to participate in the implementation of this
management plan to achieve desired objectives. We look forward to your continued
support and partnership throughout the plan’s implementation period and beyond.

Prof. Julius G. Tanui, PhD
Ag. Director General,
KENYA WATER TOWERS AGENCY
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Biodiversity: The variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular habitat,
which is usually considered important and desirable
Buffer: An area of specified distance around the forest (in the case 5 km from the edge
of the forest).
Ecosystem: All of the living things (plants, animals and organisms) existing in a given
area that interact with each other (biotic component) as well as with the surrounding
non-living environment such as weather, sun, soil, climate and atmosphere (abiotic
component).
Ecosystem services: Are the many and varied benefits that humans freely gain from the
natural environment and from properly functioning ecosystems
Ecosystem values: Measures the importance of ecosystem services to people
Effectiveness: Achievement of desired water tower ecosystem health and resilience
where effectiveness refers the quality of returns from conservation efforts and
investments.
Environment: The natural world, as a whole or in a particular geographical area,
especially as affected by human activity.
Goal: A qualitative description of what is desired in the long term.
Management: Activities conducted as part of specific plans or strategies.
Natural resource/s: A subset of the environment that describes soil, water in the
environment, plants and animals
Natural resources management: Any activity relating to the management, use,
development or conservation of natural resources.
River ﬂow: Volume of water ﬂowing on a stream at a given time
Water Tower: An elevated landscape including upland areas; hills, plateaus and
mountains whose climate, geology, tectonics, substrate, land cover or use and hill-slope
morphological characteristics support reception, infiltration, percolation and storage
of rainfall, or any form of precipitation, on the surface, in the soil, rock and aquifers
that, apart from surface runoff, is a gradual source of water through springs, rivers and
swamps in a drainage basin.
Watershed: An area or ridge of land that land trough that receives precipitation, which
flows on its way to a water body.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Endau Hill Water Tower is an isolated small mountainous ecosystem between the
central highlands and the coastal forests of Kenya located in Kitui County, Mutitu sub
county, Endau Malalani ward. The total area covered by the water tower is 31,859 ha
consisting of a gazetted forest (6,879ha) and a 5 km buﬀer zone (24,980 ha). The water
tower falls under the arid and semi-arid agro-climatic zone with characteristic hot and
dry conditions. The area experience bimodal pattern with long rains occurring between
March-June and short rains in October-December. The mean annual rainfall ranges from
500 mm in the lowlands to 1050 mm in the hilltop while the drier eastern and southern
areas receive less than 500 mm of rainfall. The temperatures are high throughout the
year in the range of 16-34°C with the hottest months between June-September and
January-February. The total population in Endau Hills water tower is 15,506, unevenly
distributed depending on access to socio-economic activities and infrastructural
development. Some of the major threats and challenges facing the water tower include
unsustainable charcoal burning, encroachment and illegal poaching and grazing.
In the context of the aforementioned threats and challenges that hinder proper
functioning of Endau Hills Water Tower, KWTA identified the need for coordinated
efforts to conserve, protect and reclaim the water tower ecosystem by preparation
of an Ecosystem Management Plan (EMP). The aim of the Endau Hills Water Tower
Ecosystem Management Plan (EHWT-EMP) is to provide the impetus and management
direction towards sustainable management of the water tower ecosystem for the
continuous provision of ecosystem goods and services. Further, EHWT-EMP offered a
long-term solution for the development of decision support tools that will guide on the
sustainable management of the Endau Water Tower Ecosystem
The approach in developing the EHWT-EMP was participatory, adapting to field situations
as necessary. The approach and methodology was based on extensive stakeholder
engagement, literature review, assessment and research. The assessment and research
component was aimed at acquiring relevant information for the development of this
Ecosystem Management Plan.
The vision of the EHWT-EMP is “To be the leading water tower in Kenya providing
ecosystem goods and services for sustainable socio-economic development”. The
overall goal for the EHWT-EMP is to ensure that functional conservation and sustainable
land management practices are developed and implemented in Endau Hills Water
Tower. The purpose of EHWT-EMP is to provide a road map for restoration of Endau
Hills Water Tower’s ecosystem health and resilience through practical interventions
implemented during the plan period-2019-2029. The specific objectives are to:
(i) Secure, protect and rehabilitate all degraded areas in Endau Hills water tower;
(ii) Develop and support sustainable land and forest management practices that
promote ecosystem resilience and improved community livelihoods;
Coordinated Environmental Protection
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(iii) Establish synergy with all stakeholders for coordinated management of Endau
Hills water tower and;
(iv) Mobilize sufficient resources for the implementation of the EHWT-EMP.
At the commencement of the formulation of the EHWT-EMP, stakeholders identified
30 key issues during problem analysis to guide the formulation of the plan. EHWT-EMP
will be implemented through the following five thematic management programs that
address the key degradation drivers identified during problem analysis and stakeholder
engagement:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Forest resource management programme
Water resource management programme
Community livelihood and education programme
Sustainable Land Management (SLM) programme and
Ecosystem Protection/security programme

EHWT-EMP will be implemented through a coordinated effort of all the relevant
Stakeholders. The overall coordination will be through the Kenya Water Towers
Agency working closely with the County Government of Kitui. A local planning and
implementation team will be constituted to support coordination of activities locally and
will be guided by a multi-agency technical team that will give technical guidance to the
plan implementation and monitoring. Funding of the Endau Ecosystem Management
Plan will be done through direct monetary allocation from KWTA and support from
key stakeholders and development partners. The total cost of implementing this
management plan is estimated at KES 913.9 Million. Funds for implementing the
activities outlined in the management plan will be sourced by the Kenya Water Towers
Agency in collaboration with other relevant partners.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Endau Hill Water Tower is an isolated small mountainous ecosystem between the central
highlands and the coastal forests of Kenya identified by the KWTA for gazettement.
The water tower is located in Kitui County, Mutitu sub county, Endau Malalani ward at
a central latitude of -1.2467300 and longitude of 38.5699400 (Figure 1.1). The tower
comprises of several peaks whose height ranges from 500-1400 meters at an average
altitude of 814 meters above sea level. The total area covered by the water tower is
31,859 ha consisting of a gazetted forest (6,879ha) and a 5 km buﬀer zone (24,980 ha).

Figure 1.1: The Location of Endau Hills Water Tower.
The local communities residing in Endau and Malalani locations (at least two
generations) lived in the forest before the first eviction in 1948. Their main life earning
activities involved crop and livestock farming. Concern over the speed of destruction
compelled the colonial administrators (under D.C. Kelly) to forcefully evict the local
settlers. In post-independence period, a second eviction exercise was conducted by the
national government to specifically secure the vital ecological service expended by the
eco-system following reports of its continued degradation. The last known eviction of
Coordinated Environmental Protection
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squatters from the forest was done in 1996.
Before gazettement and consequent transfer of management to the Kenya Forest
Service, Endau hill forest was administered under the Trust lands Act by the former
Kitui County Council. Forest degradation was on the increase due to lack of technical
knowledge and required staff by the then local authority. Charcoal burning, uncontrolled
extraction of forest products, overgrazing was identified as some of the leading drivers
of water tower degradation.

1.1.1 Climate
Endau Water Tower falls under the arid and semi-arid agro-climatic zone with
characteristic hot and dry conditions (Jaetzold et al., 2006). The area experience
bimodal pattern with long rains occurring between March-June and short rains in
October-December. The mean annual rainfall ranges from 500 mm in the lowlands to
1050 mm in the hilltop while the drier eastern and southern areas receive less than 500
mm of rainfall (Figure 1.2). The temperatures are high throughout the year in the range
of 16-34°C with the hottest months between June-September and January-February
(Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.2: The Mean Monthly Rainfall Pattern; Source:(Climate-Data.org)
2
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Figure 1.3:The Mean Temperature Pattern; Source:(Climate-Data.org)

1.1.2 Hydrology
Water is the most important commodity derived from the Endau Hill water tower by
the surrounding communities. The water tower is a source of about 20 permanent
water springs that include Ngunga-imwe, Kausya, Ikituku, Yongoni, Kamunyu, Kaliluni,
Wimiundo, Kang’ela, Kaundua, Kwa Mutiaiya and Kivou. Water from Kausya, Ngunga
Imwe, and Kwa Muteiya springs has been harnessed and piped into storage tanks for
domestic and livestock use by the surrounding communities.
Additionally, there are more than 10 seasonal rivers in the Endau Hill Water Tower
(Figure 1.4). These seasonal rivers include; Enziu, Kalavati, Kaundwa, Miusya, Kaluyu,
Langa, Komoi, Kathemboni-(wetland), Munyuni, Kololo, Keyeni, Kakame and Katothya.
The rivers provide water during the wet season while the springs provide water during
the dry season. Degradation of the water catchments and vandalization of the piping
system has been the main challenge hindering continuous supply of water to the
communities during the dry season.

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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Figure 1.4: Endau Hills Water Tower Drainage System.

1.1.3 Soils
Ultisols and alfisols are the main soil types in Endau Hills Water Tower. These soils are
of low fertility, highly erodible due to silting and capping as shown in Plate 1 which also
makes them hard to plough during dry season (Barber et al., 1981).

1.1.4 Biodiversity
Although Endau Hills Water Tower is geographically located within arid and semi-arid
lands, the restricted hilltop forests are relatively rich in biodiversity. The hilltop is a host
of unique “islands” of forests with different flora and fauna in contrast to that of the
surrounding thorn bush and thicket at the foot of the hill.

Flora
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Plate 1: Fragile soils around Endau Hills Water Tower

The Endau Hills water towers is a host to tree species of both the upland dry and low
montane forests as well as those from intermediate transition zone. The area generally
acquires the form of low-lying plains covered by thickets of thorn bush, grassland and
scattered trees, mainly Acaciaand Commiphora species.
The upper zone of Endau Hill is dominated by Drypetes, Combretum, Vepris and
Croton species and few endemic species; Memecylon buxoides, Ehretia bakeri,
Caralluma and Oryza punctata. The lowland zone is comprised ofCommiphora and
Strychnos-Combretum or Commiphora –Acacia associations. Medicinal trees include
Strychnos henningsii (muteta), Caesalpinia volkensii (kivuthi), Albizia anthelmintica
(moakyumanai), Zanthoxylum chalybeum (mukenea) and Croton megalocarpus
(muthulu). Wild food plants which act as refuge for the community during the dry
seasons include Uvaria acuminate (mukukuma), Cordia monoica (muthiia), Vitex payos
(kimuu), Berchemia discolor (kisaya), Ximenia americana (lamai) and Grewia villosa
(muvu).
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Plate 2: Flora Species in the Endau Hills Water Tower

Fauna
Endau hill water tower provides habitat to diverse wildlife with animal species having
evolved with mutual adaptation in an intimate interdependence. Some animals have
remained on this particular hill since it has become difficult for them to move across
the dry land plains to similar habitats on another hilltop forest. Primates are primarily
the most prevalent and commonly include the Olive Baboons (Papio Anubis) and Vervet
Monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus). Othersmaller mammals include the Rock Hyrax
(Procavia capensis), the Ochre Bush Squirrel (Paraxerus ochraceus)and Bush-tailed
Mongoose.
Significant numbers of butterflies and other terrestrial invertebrates have been
recorded through physical observations. The butterfly species with potential of
supporting butterfly farming and ecotourism enterprises include the ‗forest mother of
pearl (Salamis parhassus), which is considered the most beautiful species. Africa honey
bees (Apis mellifera) form part of the forest wildlife and present a good opportunity
for beekeeping and related nature based enterprises offering good opportunities for
apiculture

Plate 3: Some Fauna species found in the Endau
Hills Water Tower
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Avifauna
The forest and adjoining hills of Endau Hills Water Tower are important habitats for
birds such as Martial Eagle, Brown Snake Eagle, African Harrier Hawk and the African
Goshawk. Some of the rare birds such as eagles and vultures, which could fly from
one hill to another with ease, are restricted to specific hills. The African Crowned
Eagle (Stephanoaetus coronatus), a species recognized as regionally vulnerable, was
confirmed to have breeding sites in Endau hills. Game birds are known to provide
important sources of protein to the local community, which include three Guinea
fowl species: i.e. Helmeted, Crested and Vulturine, Yellow-necked Spur fowl, Crested
francolin, Sand Grouses, Quails and Bustards.

1.1.5 Socio Economic Characteristics
Population:
The total population in Endau Hills water tower is 15,506 (Table 1.1). The population
is unevenly distributed and dependent on access to socio-economic activities and
infrastructural development. Additionally, the population is youthful and according
to the results from the Community Resource Assessment (CRA) report, 69% of the
population lies is below 35 years.
Table 1.1: Population Attributes for Endau Hills Water Tower Buffer Zone.
(source: Kitui County CIDP 2017-2022)
Sub-location

Males

Females

Total

H/holds

Area in
sq. Km

Density H/holds
per sq. Km

Ndetani
Katumbi
Kathua
Iuka
Endau location
total
Syou
Twambui
Malalani
Macula
Malalani
location total
Target area total
Ward Total

1,732
747
635
973
4,087

1,809
803
647
1,044
4,303

3,541
1,550
1,282
2,017
8,390

693
296
210
359
1,558

184.8
954.8
98.5
60.5
1,298.6

19
2
13
33
6

800
947
799
787
3,333

834
1,017
976
956
3,783

1,634
1,964
1,775
1,743
7,116

283
347
325
315
1,270

118.9
652.1
228.5
230.0
1,229.5

14
3
8
8
6

15,506
68,969

13,311

4,421.7

16

32,931 36,038
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Land Tenure and Land Use
According to Kitui CIDP 2013-2017, over 46% of the land falls in the arable category with
only 17% of the inhabitants possessing land ownership documents because most of the
land has not been adjudicated. According to the CRA findings for areas adjacent to the
water tower,19.3% of the small parcels of land (4.1-6.0 acres) were under customary
ownership by men. Agricultural production has the biggest share of land use (54%) for
household land within the area.

1.1.6 Socio-economic activities
Agriculture
The communities in the buffer zone practiced subsistence agro-pastoralism. Crop
production was characterized by low crop yields due to frequent crop failure caused
by unreliable rainfall and high evapotranspiration rates. Commonly grown crops
included green grams for 37% of the households followed by maize (29%), millet and
cowpeas (14%), sorghum (5%) and pigeon peas (1%). Multiple cropping system was
widely practiced for risk avoidance. Goat/sheep were the most common livestock
kept by 47% of the households who also used them as a safety net during prolonged
drought seasons. Agro forestry was not common in the buffer zone and only 28% of the
households had planted trees within the past five years.

Collection of wood and non-wood forest products
Majority of residents within the 5km buffer zone of the water tower collected their forest
products from their own lands. This was attributed to state regulations that limited
access to the gazetted forest. Additionally, previous encroachments also necessitated
eviction of illegal forest settlers in the 1990’s, as well as the fact that majority of the
households have sufficient land. Fuel wood, was the main source of energy at 96%,
followed by charcoal, at 51%. Other uses for wood and non-wood forest products
include timber/poles, fruits/fibre/vegetables, herbs/medicine and fodder for livestock.

Household income from sale of forest products
Most of the forest products obtained from the water tower were sold to individuals
within the community (44%), while (41%) were sold to external traders and middle men
from bordering Counties in Nairobi and Kiambu (15%). For instance, the average price
of a 90kg bag of charcoal locally retailed at an average price of 300-550 Kenya Shillings
(depending on demand and supply patterns). The charcoal ban imposed by County
Government of Kitui was cited as one of the reasons why the community diversified
to growing green grams for income. Income from the sale of charcoal ranged from Ksh
5,000 and 50,000 per year with approximately 25% of households obtaining a maximum
of Ksh 50,000 while only 5% raised a maximum of Ksh 100,000 and 3.5% making more
than Ksh 100,000.
8
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Plate 4: Accessibility of water during dry seasons
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Sources of water for Households
The most predominant sources of water for 96% of the households in the area were
rivers and springs originating from Endau Hills Water Tower. During the wet season,
majority of the community members sourced water from the nearby streams, shallow
wells and springs. Water was one of the scarce commodities in this region and during
the dry season, the quantity of water diminished thereby increasing the collection time
up to seven hours from an average of 1 hour/ day during the wet season.

1.1.7 Special Interest Areas and Sites
Endau hill top forest is a host of important cultural site used by the community for
cultural ceremonies, offerings and spirituality. The Endau Hill also supports scenic
sites for camping, bird watching caves for ecotourism and camping areas that can be
exploited for rock climbing and picnic expeditions. Other historically famous sites are
the sacred sites within the hill forest at Kwa Sio Sili and Kwa Muteiya, where every
year before the planting season, local farmers perform a traditional ceremony to seek
blessings from the rain god (Mukuli) for improved crop yields. Special interest sites with
unique attractions are however limited in access due to poor or non-existent roads or
foot paths.

1.2 Threats and Challenges facing the Water Tower
Some of the major threats and challenges facing the water tower include:
(i) Encroachment through settlement and agriculture caused by unclear forest
boundaries, population pressure, searching for pastures and livestock fodder,
overstocking, uncoordinated forest patrols among others. This has led to
decreased catchment discharge, conflicts over limited Water Tower resources
such as water supply, drought and desertification among others.
(ii) Unsustainable charcoal production caused by high poverty Index, low
education level, unemployment, as an income generating activity, low
income, poor law enforcement, ignorance. The results have been loss of
biodiversity, forest fires, enhanced income, reduction on honey production/
Honey (Disappearance of bees), loss of forest cover, deforestation, soil erosion,
degradation of the ecosystem, soil erosion, desertification, loss of biodiversity
e.g. bees, air pollution/carbon emission, reduced /low ground water recharge.
From the assessment, over 50% of the households around the buffer zone
were participating in commercial charcoal production. This had contributed
to deforestation and degradation of the water tower. Additionally, charcoal
burning was the single most threat to the Water tower resources.
(iii) Illegal logging and poaching for income generation, construction material,
10
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charcoal production, wood carvings, due to lack agricultural land and greed has
led to deforestation, catchment degradation, loss of biodiversity, Soil erosion,
habitat destruction, desertification, reduced /low ground water recharge.

Plate 5: Illegal logging incidences

(iv) Illegal grazing and overgrazing as a result of prolonged drought, water scarcity,
lack of grazing land, over-stocking, lack of grazing regulations, poor coordinated
forest patrol among others. This had led to forest degradation, conflict over
resource use, siltation, erosion, and low food production, degradation of
springs, deforestation, and loss of biodiversity, habitat destruction, river flow
interruption and reduced vegetation cover.
(v) Unemployment as a result of low literacy levels, lack of employment
opportunities, corruption has resulted to increased crime rates and insecurity,
low income levels, increased poverty level index among others as well overreliance on natural resource thus more degradation

1.3 Rationale for management planning
The Endau Hills water tower ecosystem cushions the community from the harsh
climatic conditions, particularly the intense and prolonged droughts. Also, 96% of the
households living in the buffer zone rely on water from the springs, rivers and shallow
wells. Collection time for water during the dry season increased fivefold from an
average of 1 hour during the wet season to an average of 5 hours during the dry season.
This drastically reduced the time for doing other income generating activities for the
household. About 88% utilized fuel-wood for heating and cooking. The communities
relied heavily on the forest for pasture during the dry season. The water tower is also
an important host of numerous biodiversity resources and areas of special interest and
conservation concern.
In the context of the aforementioned threats and challenges that hinder proper
Coordinated Environmental Protection
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functioning of Endau Hills Water Tower, KWTA identified the need for coordinated
efforts to conserve, protect and reclaim the water tower ecosystem by formulation of
an Ecosystem Management Plan (EMP).The aim of an EMP is to provide the impetus
and management direction towards sustainable management of the water tower
ecosystem for the continuous provision of ecosystem goods and services. Further, EMP
offered a long-term solution for the development of decision support tools that will
guide on the sustainable management of the Endau Water Tower Ecosystem.

1.4 Justification of the Plan
The plan is subsequently referred to as the Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem
Management Plan (EHWT-EMP) that covers the Endau Hills ecosystem. The plan takes
cognizance of the Constitution of Kenya, Vision 2030, Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and relevant local and international obligations. The plan embraces collaborative
and participatory approaches in conservation and management of natural resources
that will lead to ownership of the initiatives by the stakeholders. The plan supports
sustainable utilization of natural resources by promoting environmental friendly
activities, while enhancing biodiversity conservation. Furthermore, the plan will focus
on integrated and comprehensive conservation and protection of over 20 springs that
provide water for the communities during the dry season, cultural sites, important
shrines and ceremonial sites of cultural importance, species of conservation concern
and biodiversity hotspots (vulnerable plant species like Osiris lanceolatus (Sandalwood)
and indigenous forest providing ecosystem goods and services.

1.5 Methodology
The approach in developing the EHWT-EMP was participatory, adapting to field situations
as necessary. The approach and methodology was based on extensive stakeholder
engagement, literature review, assessment and research. The assessment and research
component was aimed at acquiring relevant information for the development of the
Ecosystem Management Plan. The following three main components were considered:
• Community resource assessment
• Mapping of critical catchment areas
• Biodiversity assessment
The community resource assessment involved face-to-face household survey and
a sector survey using key informants and focus group discussions. A locational wide
situation assessment of Endau households around a 5km buffer zone in Endau-Malalani
locations was conducted to identify key issues around the use of natural resources,
perceptions, levels of knowledge, attitudes and practices regarding the way they
12
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interact with natural resources. The data collection tool took into consideration the
following key parameters: household characteristics; livelihood options; land tenure
and use rights; wood and non-wood forest products; household income and household
consumption; food security; energy sources and utilization; water sources among
others. Other schedules were developed for key informant interviews and for facilitation
during Focused Group Discussions (FGDs).

Data collection was by formal interviews through questionnaires administered by
research assistants recruited locally. A one-day training session was held for research
assistants/enumerators on the 16th April 2018 at the Endau Chiefs office before
commencing household data collection. This was important to ensure uniformity in data
collection, avoidance of bias and familiarization with the data collection tool. During
the session, topics such as interviewing techniques and selection of respondents for
the study were discussed. The household survey was the main activity followed by a
mini-survey for key strategic sector players within the region (key informants) including
FGDs drawn from interest groups, county government and national government.

Critical catchment areas and biodiversity survey included the literature review and desktop
analysis that made references to all the available literature while the desktop analysis
of satellite imagery generated preliminary classification of biodiversity hotspots; hot,
moderately hot or less hot in terms biodiversity richness index. The taxa level was used
as hotness indicator in the analysis and included five taxa as follows: Plants, mammals,
birds, butterflies, reptiles and amphibians. Additional data was collected through FGDs
with the community, stakeholder engagement, remote sensing and analysis of satellite
imagery as well as through sampling of the forest ecosystem using transect walks and
establishment of sampling plots. This process identified important biodiversity areas
around Endau hills water tower, their administrative and ecological boundaries and
other relevant information to the development of the Ecosystem Management Plan.
Similarly, ground truthing was carried out to affirm both remotely acquired data and
that collected from stakeholders with respect to biodiversity resources. The fieldwork
was conducted in March 2018 and used the following equipment; GPS for recording
reference points, Cameras for photos and note books for recording pertinent data and
information. The transect walks were guided by local administrators and community
members. Location data for each major survey site were determined using an eTrex
10 or eTrex 20 Garmin GPS receivers. Generation of biodiversity hotspots was done as
determined by the following main factors; species richness and species distribution,
environmental threats, frequency of microhabitats, and ecological functions.
Modelling in a GIS environment was carried out and data ranked based on biodiversity
sensitivity. The biophysical data used included land cover maps, slope, aspect, critical
catchment areas (springs) and road network. Other auxiliary data used in modelling
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included temperature, rainfall and precipitation. The output of the modelling produced
biodiversity index maps. However, field validation was conducted to confirm hotspot
index generated during desktop work. This included the assessments of micro-habitats,
ecological functions, taxa richness and environmental threats within 3x3 km grids
distributed within the Water Tower’s 5km buffer zone. In order to achieve hotspot
validation, variables were listed for assessment in the field especially in areas where,
moderate and very hot hotspots were indicated. Frequencies of occurrence for these
variables were used to update hotspot based on vector hotspot grids generated from
the raster layers. All the collected data and information was compiled and analysed
using appropriate computer programs and presented in form of graphs, charts and
tables and formed the basis for the development of the Endau Hills Water Tower
Ecosystem Management Plan
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CHAPTER 2
POLICY AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter focuses on the policy and legal framework that underlies the formulation of
the Endau Hill Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan (EHWT-EMP). These include
the 2010 Kenya Constitution, Legal Notice No. 27 of 2012, Forest Act 2016, Wildlife
Conservation and Management Act 2013, EMCA 1999 & EMC Amended Act 2015,
Lands Act 2016, Water Act, County Government Laws and Policies, United Nations
Protocols, Treaties and Conventions that Kenya is a signatory.

2.1 International Treaties, Protocols and Conventions
There a number of treaties, protocols, conventions that Kenya is signatory that apply
to conservation of nature and its environment which include; Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of wild
fauna and flora (CITES) and United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC).

2.1.1 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
CBD, known informally as the Biodiversity Convention is an international legally binding
treaty. The Convention has three main goals: conservation of biological diversity /
biodiversity; sustainable use of its components; and fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising from genetic resources. Its objective is to develop national strategies
for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity. The Convention was
opened for signature at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro on 5 June 1992 and entered
into force on 29 December 1993(EU, 2014; UNEP, 1993).

2.1.2 Rio Declaration on Environment
The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, or Rio Declaration, was a short
document produced at the 1992 United Nations “Conference on Environment and
Development” (UNCED), informally known as the Earth Summit. The Rio Declaration
consisted of 27 principles intended to guide future sustainable development around
the world. The declaration was guide by the principles that include; public participation
that environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned
citizens, at the relevant level and that in order to achieve sustainable development,
environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process
and cannot be considered in isolation from it (UN, 1992).
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2.1.3 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES) also known as the Washington Convention is an international agreement
between governments, drafted and adopted in 1963 at a meeting of members of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The text of the convention was
agreed upon in 1973 and CITES entered into force on 1st July 1975. Its aim is to ensure
that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their
survival and it accords varying degrees of protection to more than 33,000 species of
animals and plants. In order to ensure that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) was not violated, the Secretariat of GATT was consulted during the drafting
process.

2.1.4 Other relevant international regulations
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), Reducing Emission
from, Deforestation and Degradation (REDD), The Global Forest Principles.

2.2 National Policy and Legal Framework
2.2.1 The Kenya 2010 Constitution
The 2010 Constitution bears emphasis on embodiment of the sovereign will of the
people of Kenya. Article one (1); explicitly communicates ‘all sovereign power belongs
to the people of Kenya and shall be exercised only in accordance with the Constitution.
The people of Kenya refer to environment as their heritage and determined to sustain
it for the benefit of present and future generations. As the supreme law of the land it
binds all persons and every Kenyan has an obligation to respect, uphold and defend
as highlighted in Articles 2&3. Article 69 imposes obligations including Sustainable
exploitation, utilization, management and conservation and equitable sharing of the
accruing benefits; Protection and enhancement of the intellectual property in, and
indigenous knowledge on biodiversity and genetic resources of the communities;
Environmental impact assessment, audit and monitoring; elimination of processes
and activities likely to endanger the environment; Utilization of the environment and
natural resources for the benefit of the people of Kenya.
It also highlights on the need to conserve and enhance biodiversity and genetic
resources in partnership with the community and other stakeholders. The Constitution
emphasizes on public participation, particularly on environmental conservation,
management and planning processes.
In this regard, Leaders at both levels of Government have constitutional obligations
in respect of the environment and natural resources. Natural resource management
and governance cannot be separated and must be integrated into national and county
16
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government policy and planning frameworks (GOK, 2010).

2.2.2 The Kenya Vision 2030
Kenya Vision 2030 is the country’s development blueprint covering the period
2008 to 2030. It is aimed at making Kenya an industrialized state or middle-income
country providing high quality life for all its citizens by the year 2030. The vision has
three pillars; political, social and economic where environmental issues have been
captured on social pillar. The Country aimed at living as a nation with clean, secure and
sustainable environment by 2030. The goals for the first five included increasing forest
cover from less than 3% at present to 4%; this has so far been achieved with the 2010
Constitution suggesting 10% forest cover by the year 2030. Additionally, it envisaged to
lessen by half all environment related diseases. Specific strategies involved: promotion
of environmental conservation for better support to the economic pillar flagship
projects and for the purposes of achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs);
improving pollution and waste management through the design and application of
economic incentives; and the commissioning of public-private partnerships (PPPs) for
improved efficiency in water and sanitation delivery (GOK, 2007).

2.2.3 Legal Notice No. 27 of 2012
Kenya Water Tower Agency (KWTA) established through the Legal Notice No. 27 of
2012has a mandate among other duties to co-ordinate and oversee the protection,
rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of Water towers in the
country. It is also obligated to co-ordinate and oversee the recovery and restoration of
forestlands, wetlands and biodiversity hot spots. KWTA promotes the implementation
of livelihood programs in the Water towers in accordance with natural resource
conservation laws. The Agency may, enter into sustainable agreements with state,
non-state and other development partners, in consultation with relevant institutions
to restore, manage and undertake research in any forest in line with international
conventions, on terms and conditions approved by the government.
Additionally, KWTA mobilizes resources from the Government, development partners
and other stakeholders in addition to monies raised through programs such as
payment for environmental services, carbon credit etc. The agency also been tasked
in consultation with stakeholders to identify, assess and monitor water towers and
watersheds for protection, rehabilitation, conservation and management in the country.
Endau Hill Water Tower is one the 70 Water towers earmarked for gazettement and
priority ecosystem for 2018/2019 financial year.

2.2.4 Forest Management and Coordination Act, 2016
The Act anchors itself on among many principles that include; good governance, public
participation, protection of indigenous knowledge and intellectual property rights
particularly on forestry and international best practices in accordance with Article 10 of
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the Constitution. This has been done in consultation and partnership with National and
County Governments. . Similarly, the Act allows KFS to enter into an agreement with
any person, institution for joint management of any forest to ensure the conservation
of biodiversity in the subject ecosystem. The Act also allows a member of a forest
community together with other members or persons resident in the same area, to
register a community forest association under the Societies Act. Such group may apply
to the Chief Conservator of forest for Permission to participate in the conservation and
management of a state forest or local authority forest in accordance with the provisions
of this Act. Where there is no management plan in respect of the area, or where the
association proposes that there be a new management plan, the application shall be
accompanied by a draft management plan.(GOK, 2016c).

2.2.5 Environmental Management and Coordination Act
(EMCA) of 1999 with 2015 Amendments
The EMCA permits the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) to provide
guidelines, procedures and measures, which shall control the harvesting of forests and
any natural resources so as to protect water catchment areas, prevent soil erosion and
regulate human settlement within or around the forest. The Act also empowers NEMA
to promote the conservation of energy and planting of trees and woodlots, especially
through research in appropriate renewable sources of energy, taking measures to
encourage the planting of trees and woodlots by individual land users, institutions and
by community groups etc. Other relevant sections include: Section 50: Conservation of
Biological Diversity; Section 72: Water and Pollution prohibition and the EMCA, Water
Quality Regulations 2006: Regulation 4 (Prevention of Water pollution) and Regulation
6 (Protection of lakes, rivers, streams, springs, wells and other water sources)(GOK,
1999, 2015).

2.2.6 Wildlife Conservation and Management Act, 2013
The Act applies to all wildlife resources on public, community & private land & Kenya
territorial waters. The Act is however, guided by a number of principles that include
Devolution; Public Participation; Ecosystem Approach to Conservation; Recognition of
Wildlife Conservation as a Land Use; Sustainable Utilization of Wildlife Resources; and
Equitable Sharing of benefits. The principles resonate with Constitutional requirements
(Art. 10 & 69) and the aspirations of the Wildlife Policy, 2013. Section 18 of the Act
establishes County Wildlife Conservation & Compensation Committees (CWC&CC) in
respect of each of the 47 Counties. Oversight of management plan implementation
on community and private land. Participating in land use planning initiatives at
County government level. Similarly, section 40 of the Act provides an opportunity for
Communities, landowners and existing representative organizations to establish a
Community Wildlife Association (CWA) and register under the appropriate law relating to
associations. The object and purpose for which CWAs established is to facilitate conflict
resolution and cooperative wildlife management within a specified area. The Act also
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establishes Wildlife Endowment Fund and Compensation that supports development
of wildlife conservation initiatives; managing and restoring PAs and conservancies;
supporting wildlife security operations; facilitating community-based wildlife initiatives.
Furthermore, section 24 of the Act establishes Wildlife Compensation Scheme to be
funded by the National government purposely to finance claims for compensation for
human deaths, personal injury or crop and property damage caused by wildlife (GOK,
2013).

2.2.7 Water Act 2016
The Act establishes Water Resources Authority (WRA) whose functions among other
include coordinating with other regional, national and international bodies for the
better regulation of the management and using of water resources and advice the
ministry on management and use of water resources in the country. It gives powers to
the Authority when it is satisfied that in order to conserve vulnerable water resources,
special measures are necessary, may by Order published in the Gazette declare such
catchment area to be a protected area. The Authority may impose such requirements
or regulate or prohibit such conduct or activities, in relation to the protected catchment
area as the Authority may consider necessary for the protection of the area and its
water resources (GOK, 2016d).

2.2.8 Land Act, 2016
The Land Act, 2016 give effect to Article 68 of the Constitution, to revise, consolidate and
rationalize land laws; to provide for the sustainable administration and management
of land and land-based resources, and for connected purposes. The Act applies to all
land declared as public land under Article 62 of the Constitution; private land under
Article 64 of the Constitution; and community land under Article 63 of the Constitution
and any other written law relating to community land. The Act stipulate forms of land
tenure that include: freehold; leasehold; such forms of partial interest as may be defined
under this Act and other law, including but not limited to easements; and customary
land rights, that is consistent with the Constitution.
The Act stipulates Conservation of ecologically sensitive public land whereby it may
take appropriate action to maintain public land that has endangered or endemic
species of flora and fauna, critical habitats or protected areas. The Commission shall
identify ecologically sensitive areas that are within public lands and demarcate or take
any other justified action on those areas and act to prevent environmental degradation
and climate change. Notwithstanding, the Commission shall consult existing respective
institutions dealing with conservation. The Act also provides through the commission
rules and regulation for Conservation of land based natural resources. The regulations
may contain measures to protect critical ecosystems and habitats, incentives
for communities and individuals to invest in income generating natural resource
conservation programmes. The regulations also provides measures that facilitate the
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access, use and co- management of forests, water and other resources particularly
the local communities. The procedures for the registration of natural resources in an
appropriate register ,and involvement of stakeholders in the management and utilization
of land- based natural resources and benefit sharing to the affected communities (GOK,
2010, 2012, 2016b).

2.2.9 Other relevant national legislations
Land Commission Act, Land Registration Act, Agriculture Laws, National Climate
Change Response Strategy (NCCRS), Draft National Policy on Carbon Finance and
Emissions Trading, National Energy Policy and Energy Act 2006, The Grass Act, The
National development and planning framework, Charcoal rules and regulations, BIG
Four Agenda, Kitui CIDP, Devolution Act, Transition Implementation Plans (TIPs), MOUs
with relevant government agencies
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CHAPTER 3
ENDAU HILLS WATER TOWER ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLAN
3.1 Plan Vision, Goal and Objectives
The vision of the Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan (EHWT-EMP)
is “To be the leading water tower in Kenya providing ecosystem goods and services for
sustainable socio-economic development”. The overall goal for the Endau Hills Water
Tower Ecosystem Management Plan (EHWT-EMP) is to ensure functional conservation
and sustainable land management practices are developed and implemented in Endau
Hills Water Tower. The purpose of EHWT-EMP is to provide a road map for restoration
of Endau Hills Water Tower’s ecosystem health and resilience through practical
interventions implemented in the period 2018-2028. The specific objectives are to:
(i) Secure, protect and rehabilitate all degraded areas in Endau Hills water tower;
(ii) Develop and support sustainable land and forest management practices that
promote ecosystem resilience and improved community livelihoods;
(iii) Establish synergy with all stakeholders for coordinated management of Endau
Hills water tower and;
(iv) Mobilize sufficient resources for the implementation of the EHWT-EMP.

3.2 Zonation and Water Tower user Zones
Zonation forms one of the key land use and ecosystem management tools to ensure
efficient utilization of natural resources. The EWTEMP has identified different
management and land use zones to ensure that resource utilization is efficient and
rational. The following management zones will guide resource utilization in the Water
Tower and buffer zones:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Livestock grazing zone
Exclusive indigenous forest protection zone
Spring protection zone
Important cultural values zone (Shrines and caves-Potential for ecotourism)
Firewood collection zone
Honey and beekeeping zone
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3.3 Problem Analysis
At the commencement of the formulation of the EHWT-EMP, stakeholders identified 30
key issues during problem analysis to guide the formulation of the plan tabulated in Table
3.1 below. The table highlights the potential causes, impacts, proposed interventions
and corresponding main stakeholders to implement the interventions.
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1.

Forest
Encroachmentsettlement and
agriculture

KEY ISSUE

·

·

·
·

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Walanzani
(Kathua)
Ngovovoni
(Syou)
Muuwo
(Malalani)
Makayete
(Malalani)
Muninani
(Twambui)
Mutiyanyingi
(Twambui)
Koi (Twambui)
Mutalani
(Katumbi)
Kiluilu (Ndetani)
Township
(Ndetani)
Ndetani(Kiluilu )
Ngwata
(Malalani)
Katothya
(Malalani)

LOCATION

·

·
·
·

·

·

·
·

·
·
·

·

·

Farming/crop
production
Building
materials
Bush meat
Livestock fodder
Water
harvesting
Insecurity
Medicinal
plants/ Herbs
Honey
harvesting
Unclear forest
boundary
Greed
Over stocking
Poor
coordinated
Forest patrol
Inadequate
patrols

CAUSES

Table 3.1: Problem Analysis for Endau Hills Water Tower

·

·

·
·

·
·

·
·
·

·

·

·

·

Forest area
decreases
Affects catchment
discharge negatively
Loss of biodiversity/
disturbance
soil erosion and
gulley formation
soil fertility loss
Mudslide
Conflict over
resources
Flooding
Drought and
desertification
Deforestation
Human Wildlife
conflict
Reduced Water
quality and quantity
Loss of total value
of Water Tower

IMPACT

·
·

·
·
·

·

·

·

·
·
·

·

-Negotiated ComplianceEviction
Awareness creation
-Reforestation
-Gulley rehabilitation and
terracing
-Sustainable Land
Management Practices
-Strengthening of CFAs,
WRUAs’
-Clear demarcation
of boundaries and
buffer zones and law
enforcement
-Joint enforcement
Formation of CFA
Growing of drought
tolerant crops
Forest User zonation
Crop rotation

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

KWTA, CGK,
Survey of
Kenya, KFS,
KEFRI, NGO’s,
Community
DCC

STAKEHOLDERS

KEY ISSUE

Competing
priorities eg
livestock grazing,
agriculture
and forest
conservation

Unclear forest
boundaries

2

3
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·

·

The entire
Endau/Malalani
Ward

The entire
Endau/Malalani
Ward

LOCATION

·

·

·
·

Failure of
State to secure
boundary

Livelihood
Lack of new
knowledge
on modern/
sustainable
farming

CAUSES

·

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

Low production/
Return
Forest degradation
conflicts over
resource use
Lack of
conservation
interest
uncontrolled
grazing
Encroachment
Conflict between
the community and
State organs
Lose investment/
property

IMPACT

·

·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

-KWTA, CGK,
KFS, Area Chiefs,
Community
elders

STAKEHOLDERS

Eviction
-KFS, CFA,
Survey of Kenya
Demarcation of
boundaries
KWTA, CGK DCC
Sensitization
Joint patrols
Realigning and marking of
state forest boundary
Gazettement of the
Water Tower

-Sensitization
reforestation
On- Farm Tree planting
-Alternative livelihoods
-Effective legislation
Introduction of modern
farming technologies

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

LOCATION

• The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward

KEY ISSUE

Poverty

Limited personnel Endau Water Tower
to conserve and
protect Water
Tower

4

5

·

·

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

·
·
·

·

·

·
·
·

·

Recommend for Hiring
more personnel
Joint enforcement
Establishment of CFA’s
Recruitment of
community scouts
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-KWTA, CGK, KFS
and community

Capacity building
-KWTA, KFS,
Alternative livelihood e.g CGK, WRA,
nature-based enterprises- CARITAS
cultivation of aloe, bee
keeping, tree nursery,
poultry farming
Looking markets for
products
Value addition

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

Over-exploitation of ·
natural resources
·
Increased level of
crime/ insecurity
Loss of biodiversity
Conflicts
·
Low development
levels
·

IMPACT

Retrenchment
·
without
replacement
Inadequate
resources to hire
new staff

Unreliable rain
Limited
livelihood
options
Lack of markets
for products
Low education
level
Unemployment
Lack of
knowledge on
new farming
technologies/
Dryland farming

CAUSES
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Potential Forest
Fires

KEY ISSUE
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Koi
Mutalani
Kiluilu
Endau hill Water
Tower

LOCATION

·
·

·

·

Crop land
preparation/
clearing
Charcoal
production
Herders
Honey gatherer

CAUSES

·
·
·

·
·

·

Destruction of
forest
Loss of biodiversity
Loss of life and
property
Loss of forest cover
Soil erosion
Loss of soil fertility

IMPACT

·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·

Fire breaks
Fire warning systems/
hazards
Sensitization
Rehabilitation
patrols
Construction of
observation towers
Awareness creation
Reforestation

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
-KFS, KWTA,
community
elders and

STAKEHOLDERS
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The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward
More production in
the following:
· Ndetani (Kiluilu)
· Muninani
(Twambui),
· Syou (Ngovovoni,
Ngiluni)
· Mutalani
(Katumbi)
· Koi (Twambui)
· Kiluilu village(Ndetani)
· Walanzaani
(Kathua)

7

Unsustainable
Charcoal
Production

LOCATION

KEY ISSUE

·

·
·

·
·
·

·

High Poverty
Index
Low education
Unemployment
Income
generating
activity
Low income
Poor law
enforcements
ignorance

CAUSES

·

·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

Loss of biodiversity
Forest fires
Enhanced income
Reduction on honey
production/Honey
(Disappearance of
bees)
Loss of forest cover
Deforestation
Soil erosion
Degradation of
ecosystem
Soil erosion
Desertification
Loss of biodiversity
e.g bees
Air pollution/carbon
emission
Reduced /low
ground water
recharge

IMPACT

·

·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·

·

·

Develop proper
Legislation on sustainable
production
Ecosystem Management
Plan and fully implement
Sensitization/Awareness
creation
Enforcement of law
Provision of alternative
livelihoods e.g. poultry,
bee keeping, dairy goats
Look for market of
agricultural products e.g.
for cash crops
Introduce sustainable
charcoal production
technologies
Advocacy on energy
efficient stoves
On-farm forestry/
Agroforestry
Value addition and
marketing
Reforestation of degraded
sites

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
-KFS
-CGK
-Area chiefs
- KWTA

STAKEHOLDERS
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KEY ISSUE

LOCATION

CAUSES

IMPACT

·

·

·

·

Conducting research to
ascertain lost species
Construction of terraces,
gabions on
Establishment a Joint
enforcement unit
Sustainable land
management practices

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

STAKEHOLDERS

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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8

Encroachment
into riparian
areas

KEY ISSUE

·

·

·

·

·

·

Walanzani
(Nduuni river,
Mweiumwe
river)
Ngovovoni
(Miyosya, Kavalu
river)
Township
(Kakongwe river,
Kololo river)
Kiluilu (Ilmukuyu,
Kakame, river)
Mutalani
(Mukanga,
Kivou, Itulya,
Kamumbuni,
Mutya-nyingi,
Kamunyu,
Katoo, Kathama,
Kaundua,
mithumulani,
Kwa-Nzitu, vote
river)
Malalani
(Kalavati,
Miyosya)

LOCATION

·
·
·

·
·

·

Crop production
(water
availability, soil
fertility)
Water collection
Sand harvesting
(Kololo, Kalavati)
Greed
Low income

CAUSES

·

·
·

·
·

·

·
·

·
·

Siltation
Shrinking/drying of
rivers
Pollution
Loss of aquatic
biodiversity
Conflicts on
resource use
Flooding
Lower the water
table
Soil erosion
Interference of the
river flow/ course

IMPACT

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

·
·
·

·

·
·

·

Sub catchment
management plans
Riparian protection
Reforestation on the river
banks
Sensitization/Awareness
creation
Fully enforce the Law
Secure riparian boundary
Sensitization and
awareness creation
Introduce sand harvesting
policy
Land demarcation
Construction of terraces
and gabions
Ban on charcoal
production
Provision of alternative
livelihoods
Control of soil erosion
Better farming practices
on farms adjacent to the
rivers

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
-WRA
NEMA
CGK
Area chiefs

STAKEHOLDERS
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9

Illegal logging

KEY ISSUE

Muisya and
Katoo stream
(MuninaniTwambui)
Kaliluni stream
(Koi-Twambui)

The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward
Most prevalent in
Walanzani (Kathua)
Nthangani (Twambui
Kiluilu- Ndetani
Mutalani- Katumbi
Ndetani township

·

·

LOCATION

·
·

·

·

·

·

Income
generation
Construction
material
Lack farming
land
Tree species
for Charcoal
production
Greed
Wood carvings

CAUSES

·

·
·
·

·
·

Deforestation
Catchment
degradation
loss of biodiversity
Soil erosion
Habitat destruction
Desertification
Reduced /low
ground
water recharge

IMPACT

Construction of terraces
and gabions
Alternative livelihood
source
Joint campaign by the
stakeholders
Capacity building
·

·

·

·

·
·
·
·

·

Reforestation
Sub-catchment
management plans
Sensitization/Awareness
creation
Law enforcement
Joint enforcement
On-farm forestry
Research
·
·

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

KWTA
WRA
KFS
Area Chiefs
Ward
Administrators

STAKEHOLDERS

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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10

LOCATION

Illegal grazing and The entire Endau/
Overgrazing
Malalani Ward
Especially in Endau
forest within
Katumbi, Twambui,
Malalani sections
Kiluilu village

KEY ISSUE

·

·

·
·

·
·

·

Prolonged
drought
Water scarcity
Lack of grazing
land
Over-stocking
Lack of grazing
regulation
Poor
coordinated
Forest patrol
Personnel
shortage

CAUSES

·

·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·
·

Forest degradation
Conflict over
resource use
Siltation
Erosion
Low food
production
Degradation of
springs
Deforestation
-loss of biodiversity
-Habitat destruction
-River flow
interruption
Reduced vegetation
cover

IMPACT

·
·
·
·
·
·

·

·
·

·
·
·
·

·

·

·

Full enforcement of
legislation
Development of grazing
plans and ecosystem
management plans
Establishing a carrying
capacity
Regulate grazing
Zoning
Destocking
New livestock farming
technology e.g. cross
breed
Reforestation
Sub-catchment
management plans
Sensitization/ Awareness
creation on livestock
management
Enforcement of legislation
Joint enforcement
On-farm forestry
Creation of CFA
Livestock rating
Fodder crop introduction

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
KWTA, KFS, CGK,
community
Leaders, Area
chiefs,

STAKEHOLDERS

Lower education
level

12
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The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward

HWC e.g Snake
The entire Endau/
bites, Hyena, wild Malalani Ward
dogs

11

LOCATION

KEY ISSUE

32
·

·
·

·

·

·

·
·

·

Traditions/
Cultural
beliefs that
disadvantaged
the girl child
Long distances
to learning
institutions
Low number
of learning
institutions
Poverty
Uncontrolled
birth
Polygamy

Resources
scarcity
Encroachment
Loss of habitat

CAUSES

·
·

·

·

·

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·

·

·
·

·

Renewal of the water
boundary line
Awareness creation
Report to KWS for
compensation
Establishment of Kws
Station in Zombe or
Endau
Formation community
wildlife association
Fencing
Awareness creation
Recommend for
Conversion of day schools
to boarding schools
Allocation bursaries from
county and national
government

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

Unable to
understand
the benefit of
conserving the
Water Tower
·
Degradation/overexploitation of
forest resources
Unemployment
Increased insecurity

Loss of live
Medical expenses
Loss of livelihood
poaching
loss of crop thus
food insecurity

IMPACT

Area chiefs,
Ward
administrator,
Village elders
DCC
CED

MP
CEC
Environment
(Kitui)
DCC
KWTA

STAKEHOLDERS

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward
Mainly reported in
Kathua, Mutalani,
and Koi

13

Water scarcity

LOCATION

KEY ISSUE

·

·
·

·
·

·

·

·

Drought and
Low rainfall
Lack of water
infrastructure
poor water
harvesting
siltation
uncontrolled
grazing
Drought
Environmental
degradation
Water salinity

CAUSES

·

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

Spend a lot of time
looking water
School absenteeism
Water related
diseases
Conflict between
the community and
neighbouring tribes
Enhanced water
bills
Crop failure
Water borne
diseases
Insecurity cases

IMPACT

·
·

·
·

·

·

·

Invest water harvesting
technologies
Development of water
infrastructure
Improve on the
existing water intake
infrastructure and extend
to every village
Awareness creation
Reactivate and strengthen
the existing Water Users
Association (WUA)
Desalination
Protection of catchment
to increase ground water
recharge

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
KWTA
CGK
WRA
WRUA
KFS

STAKEHOLDERS
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Degradation of
critical water
sources e.g.
siltation on
Spring

KEY ISSUE

34

Kwa-mutyeiya
(Ndetani)
Yongoni (Ndetani)
Ikituku(Ndetani)
Kangela (Ndetani)
Mbuuni stream,
Ilmukuyu spring,
Kamusa spring,
Kakongwe spring
(Ndetani)
Kivou (Katumbi &
Twambui)
Kaliluini (Twambui)
Mikuyuni (Kathua)
Kounduwa (Malalani)
Kathatani (Malalani)
Ngungaimwe (Syou)
Kausya (Syou),
Kavalu Stream (Syou)
Kamumbuni
(Twambui)
Kanyoonyoo stream
(Kathua)

LOCATION

·

·
·
·

Grazing
Low rain
Direct watering
of livestock at
the sources
Soil erosion

CAUSES

·

·
·
·
·

Water scarcity
Poor water quality
Water use conflicts
Loss vegetation
cover
Siltation

IMPACT

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

·

Securing by fencing the
springs
Improve/Rehabilitation
on existing infrastructure
Reforestation
Development of water
infrastructure
Establishment of livestock
watering points outside
the forest
Establish the spring yield
(How much water volume
discharged over time)
Water quality assessment
Development of dams
for water retention/
percolation

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
KWTA
WRA
KFS
CGK

STAKEHOLDERS
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17

Unsustainable
sand harvesting

Kololo, Kakame,
Ndovoini (Endau)
Kalavati (Malalani)

The entire
Endau/Malalani
Ward

Lack of political
good will

16

·

Low participation The entire Endau/
of the local
Malalani Ward
community in
decision making
process

LOCATION

15

KEY ISSUE

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Construction
material
Source of
income

Fear of Losing
popularity
Unwilling
to attend
conservation
workshops and
meetings

·
·
·
·
·

·

·

·

Lower water table
Increased gullies
Soil erosion
Pollution
Interfering with
river course

Implementation
ecosystem
management
plan almost be
impossible
Increased
degradation

Conflict between
the Community and
state agencies
Implementation of
the management
will be impossible
Increased
Degradation

IMPACT

Higher
·
expectation
They understand
their roles on
·
conservation of
the Water Tower
Lack of access to ·
information on
conservation

CAUSES

·
·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·

·

Regulate the harvesting
through legislation
Be conducting EIA before
harvesting
Awareness creation
Formation of sand
harvesting association

Incorporate MPs and
MCAs in conservation
workshops
Extend formal invitation
to politicians

Formation of CFA and
WRUA,
Wildlife Conservation
Association
Awareness creation
Capacity build on
conservation themes

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

COK
WRA
NEMA
Area chiefs

KWTA
DCC
CGK

KFS
KWTA
WRA
CGK

STAKEHOLDERS
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Limited livelihood The entire Endau/
options
Malalani Ward

20

The entire Endau/
Malalani Ward

Unemployment

19

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Harsh weather
conditions
Low education
level
Lack of
knowledge on
other livelihood
opportunities

Low education
level
Lack of
employment
opportunities
Corruption

Source of
income

CAUSES

Matundu
·
(Ndetani)
Kauwaa
(Katumbi)
Syikati (Malalani)

LOCATION

Bhang Cultivation ·

KEY ISSUE

36
·

·

·
·

·

·
·
·
·

Low income

Increased crimes
and insecurities
Low income
Increased poverty
level index

Degradation
Increased insecurity
Family breaking
Deterioration of
Mental health
among the youth

IMPACT

·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·
·

Create more employment
opportunities e.g. Nature
based enterprise, bee
keeping, value addition
industries
Invest and promote
higher learning institution
e. g university or diploma
college
Establishment of
technical institutions e.g
Local polytechnic
Diversification of
alternative livelihood e.g
investing Nature based
enterprise
Advocacy on education

Awareness creation
Law enforcement and
intelligence gathering
Rehabilitation of affected
Enhance patrols

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

COK
KWTA
KFS
MOE

KFS
Area chiefs
COK
DCC

STAKEHOLDERS
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24

Drought

Poor land
practises

23

22

Harvesting of
Saddle wood
Lack of
awareness/

21

KEY ISSUE

All Endau Ecosystem

All Endau Ecosystem

All Endau ecosystem

LOCATION

Non -compliance to
existing laws
Ecosystem destruction

IMPACT

·

Capacity building
programmes

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

Unreliable rainfall
Charcoal burning
Illegal logging

Desertification
Food insecurity
Water scarcity
Climate change
Poverty

·

·
·

·
·

·

Afforestation
Adoption of drought
tolerant crops
Better land practices
Adoption of water
harvesting technologies
Control sctock rate

Advocacy for enrollment
in schools
· Increase learning
institutions
Overstocking
Soil erosion leading to
Awareness on better land
gulley
formation
practice
Shifting cultivation
Afforestation/Agroforestry
Lack of Agroforestry/ Land tenure issues
soil conservation
Increased surface runoff Land adjudication advocacy
measure
Gulley rehabilitation

Low literacy levels
Lack of sensitization
programmes

CAUSES

Ministry of
Lands
KWTA
MOA
CGOK-Kitui
KFS
Relevant NGOs
KWTA
WRA
Relevant NGOs
CARITAS
NRMDA
CGOK-Kitui.

MOE
CGOK- Kitui
KWTA
O.P (Chiefs)

STAKEHOLDERS

All Endau Ecosystem

Livestock
diseases

Insecurity

Low prices of
Agricultural
products crop
products

25

26

27

Lack of awareness
and ignorance on
livestock diseases
Overstocking

CAUSES
Livestock death
Poverty
Low nutrition value
Income loss
Outbreak epidemic

IMPACT

Twamboi sublocation Scarcity of water and Refuge seeking in
the forest due to
Katumbi sublocation pasture
displacement
Loss of property and
lives
Increase in poverty
levels
Affect / interferences of
Agricultural activities
All of Endau
Middlemen
Low income
Ecosystem
exploiting the
Demotivated/
farmers
demoralized farmers

LOCATION

KEY ISSUE

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

Value addition of
Agricultural produce.
Open market linkages
Formation of
cooperatives

Conflict resolution
mechanisms
Enhance security
measures

Creation of awareness on
vaccination.
Increased veterinary
extension services

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

CGOK- Kitui
Ministry of
Trade and
Industry

Ministry of
Interior and
coordination
of national
government
KWTA
KFS

MOA &
Livestock
O. P(Chiefs)
CGOK-Kitui

STAKEHOLDERS
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Poaching

water scarcity

29

30

All regions

Drug abuse/
addiction

28

Drought
Inadequate
water harvesting
infrastructures
Environmental
degradation
Water salinity

Unemployment
Peer pressure

CAUSES

The entire Endau and Limited livelihood
Malalani location
options
Crop failure
Prolonged drought

All regions but
majorly in Kathua,
mutalani in katumbi
and koi in Twambui
sub-location

LOCATION

KEY ISSUE

Food insecurity
Conflict with state
agency e.g. kws
HWC
Contract disease e.g.
Anthrax

Crop failure
Long distance search of
water
Absentism in schools
Water borne diseases
Insecurity cases
Hiv infections

·

·

·

·

·
·

·

Awareness creation on
wildlife conservation
Venture into eco-tourism
activities as an alternative
source of income
Marketing for agricultural
and nature-based
products
Value addition

Enhanced water
harvesting technologies
Desalination
Protection of catcment
to increase ground water
recharge

Awareness creation on
drug abuse
Provision of alternative
livelihood

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

Increase in poverty
·
levels
School dropouts
·
Domestic violence/
family neglect
Increased petty offences

IMPACT

AMREF
KWTA
CGOK-KITUI
WRA
Ministry of
water

MOH
O. P

STAKEHOLDERS

3.4 Water Tower Ecosystem Programmes
EHWT-EMP will be implemented through carefully selected thematic management
programs that address the key issues identified during problem analysis. The management
programs are the guiding principles for the achievement of the strategic objectives. Each
of the strategic management program was developed following the Logical Framework
Approach to ensure that precise and coherent links between the programme purpose
statement, management objectives and the plan actions. The development of the plan
objectives, strategies and action plan was done through a stakeholder content review
and visioning workshop. For each of the programmes, a brief background, underlying
issues, causes, impacts, interventions, activities and responsible organization has been
provided. The plan covers five management programmes as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forest resource management programme
Water resource management programme
Community livelihood and education programme
Sustainable Land Management (SLM) programme
Ecosystem Protection/security programme

3.4.1 Forest Resource Management Programme
The program will focus on management of the state forest located centrality in Endau
Hill Water Tower. The forest covers 6,879 ha and was gazetted in 1991 through Gazette
Notice No. 303. The ecosystem is composed of tree species of both the upland dry
montane forests and those from the low montane as well as intermediate transitional
forests. There are no plantations formerly established on the dry land hill and
management is purely for protection, particularly for water catchment.
The forest boundaries have been surveyed and demarcated under the management
of the Kenya Forest Service (KFS). The forest falls under the administration of the
office of the Eco-system Conservator, Kitui. The administration and management in
the field is extended to the Forester at Mwitika with one Forest Guard stationed at
Endau Trading Centre. The forest resources harbour important services that support
community livelihoods through provision of products such as timber, fuel wood, and a
wide variety of NWFP. The Water Tower is a source of streams that provide water for
the local communities.
The water tower is predominantly a natural forest, managed for ecological services
with limited exploitation of NWFP. The forest is however under threat from multiple
anthropogenic factors that include overgrazing, illegal poaching of timber, charcoal
burning and uncontrolled extraction of firewood. These activities have affected the
forest structure that is mainly open canopy with high dominance of invasive species
and herbaceous weeds.
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Forest resource management plan objectives
i. To secure Endau Hills water tower forest and restore degraded areas through
rehabilitation and restoration programmes
ii. Promote sustainable utilization of water tower resources for socio economic
development
iii. Promote community collaborative management and conservation of Endau Hills
water tower
iv. Enhance research on water tower ecosystem for policy and decision support

Program Plan
Table 3.2 presents a summarized work plan detailing how the forest resource
management plan objectives will be realized.

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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RESPONSIBLE

BUDGET
(millions)

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

Forest Encroachment/
Community
Unclear Forest Boundary- sensitization
Ndetani (Kiluilu ),
Katumbi (Mutalani),
Twambui (Koi), Syou
(Ngovovoni), Malalani
(Ngwata), Malalani
(Katothya), Kathua
(Walanzani)

10 Public barazas (Six in Malalani, four
in Endau)- Comprehensive community
engagement in preparation for
boundary demarcation
2 Workshops (One in Malalani & One in
Endau)-Establish Local planning team
on boundary demarcation and draw
workplan
Airing of at least three Conservation
Education Through Local media (Musyi
FM, Athiani FM, Syoukimau Fm, County
FM) and print media
Printing and Distribution of 1,000
Conservation Brochures and info sheets
on Endau
Establishment of a Multi-agency
Collaborative Annual Conservation
Event

Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan

4.2

6.0

3.0

6.0

KWTA/ DCC/ CGOK/
KFS/WRA/NGOs

6.0

DCC/ CGOK/KFS/
KEFRI/NGOs

KWTA/ KFS/ CGOK/
CARITAS/ DCC/ WRA

CGK/ KWTA/ DCC

KWTA/ KFS/ COK/
NGOs/ DCC/ WRA

Objective I. To secure Endau Hills water tower forest and restore degraded areas through rehabilitation and restoration programs

ISSUES

Forest Resource Management Program

INTERVENTION

Table 3.2:

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

42
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INTERVENTION

2018-2021

ESIA feasibility study – mapping of
Way-leave and potential impacts of
fencing, Impact assessments
Comprehensive community
participation-12 Village level barazas
in Endau/Malalani and 2 Focus group
meetings
Community and stakeholder validation
of ESIA report and approval by NEMA
Fencing of Endau Hills Water Tower
Ecosystem

Water Tower

KWTA/KFS/CBO/
NGOs/CGK/KEFRI
KFS/KWTA/CGK/CBO

1.5
55.0

KWTA/KFS/CGK/CBO

NEMA/KFS/CGK

ESIA expert, KWTA,

KFS/KWTA/Survey of
Kenya/CBO/CGK

4.0

9.0

24.0

2022-2024

Annual maintenance of Endau Water
Tower boundaries

2025-2028

20.0

BUDGET
(millions)

Mapping, and marking and

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Fencing Endau

Clear
Demarcation
of State Forest
Boundary

RESPONSIBLE

ISSUES
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

Procurement of Appropriate SeedlingsAnnually
Planting Seedlings in identified areas

Gazettement of 10 Barazas (Six in Malalani & Four in
Endau Water
Endau) to disseminate and validate
Tower
the Endau Water Tower Survey and
Boundary report
Finalization and presentation of Endau
Water Tower Boundary Report to the
Cabinet Secretary for gazettement
Reforestation- Identification and mapping of Degraded
Through
Areas and farmlands in the Water
planting in
Tower-Establish size number and
forest and
extend in hectares,
farmlands
Identification of suitable seedling
sources
Site Preparation-Staking and pitting

BUDGET
(millions)
10.0

24.0

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK/CFA
KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK

KWTA/KFS/KEFRI/
CFAs/CGOK
12.0

KWTA/KFS

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA

2.3

4.0

4.0

6.8

KWTA/KFS/DCC/CGK

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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INTERVENTION

Establishment
of appropriate
tree seedlings
nurseries

ReforestationThrough
Natural
Regeneration

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Formation of 3community Nursery
establishment groups
6 Community on-site training on tree
nursery establishment-2 training
sessions per group
Procurement of nursery materials

Fencing off and securing areas marked
for natural regeneration
Regular auditing and replacements of
dead seedlings
Identify potential areas for
establishment of tree seedlings-At-least
3 areas identified

Regular auditing-Survival counts, spot
weeding and beating up
Identification and mapping of degraded
Areas in the Water Tower-Establish size
and extend

BUDGET
(millions)
6.8

12.0

5.6

3.0

28.0

15.5

18.0

15.0

KWTA/ KFS/ DCC/
CGK

KWTA/ KFS/ DCC/
CGK
KWTA/ KFS/ DCC/
CGK

KWTA/ KFS/ DCC/
CGK

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK

KFS/CFAs

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

ISSUES

management

6 sub-locational meetings to sensitize
the community on designated user
zones and bylaws

Establishment of Thematic committees
and development of conflict resolution
mechanisms
Development of forest user zone bylaws

Establishment of at-least 3 tree
nurseries in Endau targeting Melia and
other appropriate species
Objective II.
Promote sustainable utilization of water tower resources for socio economic development
Competing PrioritiesWater Tower
Identification of Endau Water Tower
eg grazing and
Zonation
user zones-6 focus group meetings
forest management,
around Endau sublocations to identify
overstocking and springs
the different site-specific Water Tower
management, Charcoal
uses
Mapping and development of forest
burning and agriculture,
and buffer zone zonation mapslogging and forest

BUDGET
(millions)
5.2

2.6

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK/ DCC

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
DCC

2.5

5.0

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
DCC

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK/ DCC

7.2

KWTA/ KFS/ DCC/
CGK

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK/ DCC

6.0

RESPONSIBLE

Coordinated Environmental Protection
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ISSUES

Potential Forest Fires

INTERVENTION

Development
of Fire early
warning and
preventive
systems

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Develop fire early warning and hazard
systems using the fire risk assessment
report and mapsEstablishment of fire early warning
action plan-Installation of fire warning
boards and watch towers in areas
identified as high risk
Annual clearing of Fire Breaks in fire
prone areas (Kamusa and Kalavati)

Fencing off exclusive management
zones-Areas of high biodiversity
richness and critical hotspots
Conduct one Fire risk assessment and
develop fire risk maps for Endau Water
Tower-Identify all fire high risk areas
and months

BUDGET
(millions)
12.0

20.0

4.0

3.5

23.5

KFS/KWTA/DCC/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/KFS/DCC/CFA

KWTA/KFS/DCC/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFAs/
CGK/ DCC

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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ISSUES

Unsustainable Charcoal
Production- Areas
identified as hotspotsNdetani (Kiluilu)
Twambui (Koi, Muninani)
Syou (Ngovovoni,
Ngiluni) Kathua
(Walanzani)

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Conduct 12 Barazas-Six in Malalani &
six in Endau to sensitize the community
on effects of charcoal burning.
Areas identified as hotspots-Ndetani
(Kiluilu) Twambui (Koi, Muninani)
Syou (Ngovovoni, Ngiluni) Kathua
(Walanzani)
Revisit the county legislation and
advocate for energy efficiency and
subsidies, strengthening the patrol unit,
establishment outposts in Endau, and
extension of the charcoal ban
Conducting regular patrols within
the Water Tower through Joint
enforcement unit-See Water Tower
protection programme.
Promote
Conduct feasibility study on energy
Energy efficient options, value chain and alternative
technologies
sources of energy in Endau

INTERVENTION

Community
sensitization
and effective
legislation

BUDGET
(millions)
5.0

10.0

5.0

12.0

KWTA/CGK/CFA

KFS/DCC/CFA

KWTA/CGK/KFS/CFA

KWTA/CGK/KFS/CFA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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ISSUES

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

INTERVENTION

Formation of
CFAs

Develop CFAs Constitution and present
to relevant authorities for registration-4
Meetings with the interim committees(Draft development and validation)

6 community mobilization meetings
in Endau/Malalani to publicize the
formation process-formation of a local
planning team
Formation of an interim CFA committee

Households
Promote community collaborative management and conservation of Endau Hills water tower

Low Participation of
Local Community on
conservation programs

Objective III.

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Identify Alternative/appropriate energy
sources and establish at least 6 clean
energy villages/clusters in Endau
Train Established clean energy village
clusters on efficient energy, fabrication
and installation at household level
Install at-least 2,500 energy saving Jikos
in 6 clusters in identified-About 50% of

BUDGET
(millions)
1.5

0.5

KFS/KWTA/AREA
CHIEFS/WRA

KFS/KWTA/AREA
CHIEFS/WRA

1.0

KWTA/CGK/CFA

KWTA/CGK/CFA

KFS/KWTA/AREA
CHIEFS/WRA

18.0

16.0

7.0

KWTA/CGK/CFA

RESPONSIBLE
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INTERVENTION

Strengthen
CFA through
increased
funding and
training

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
2 training Workshops for CFAs on
their mandates, governance, resource
mobilization, financial management
and conflict resolution (One in Malalani
& One in Endau)
Training the established CFA on
Forest management, Tree nursery
establishment, resource mobilization,
scouting and incorporation into the
Joint enforcement unit
Establishment of Water Tower
Conservation fund for CFAs and WRUAs
to tap and participate in conservation
activities

Training needs assessment of the
established CFA

BUDGET
(millions)
10.0

4.6

1.2

KWTA/CGK/CFA

KWTA/CGK/CFA

KWTA/KFS/WRA/
CGOK

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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ISSUES

Potential Forest Fires/
Fire management

INTERVENTION

Development
of Fire early
warning and
preventive
systems

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Train community scouts on forest
protection, joint surveillance and
establish linkages with the Kitui County
government for supporting community
scouts
Supporting CFAs and WRUAs on
Conservation of Endau Water Tower
through increased funding streams
Conduct joint community sensitization
on negative effects of unsustainable
exploitation of resources in all the 6
sub-locations
Conduct one Fire risk assessment and
develop fire risk maps for Endau Water
Tower-Identify all fire high risk areas
and months
Develop jointly with the community
fire early warning and hazard systems
using the fire risk assessment report
and maps-

BUDGET
(millions)
15.8

18.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

KWTA/CGOK/KFS/
DCC/CFA

KWTA/CGOK/KFS/
DCC/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CGK

KFS/KWTA/CFA

KFS/KWTA/CFA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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ISSUES

Inadequate information
on biodiversity

Objective IV.

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

Comprehensive Establish permanent transects and
biodiversity
biodiversity monitoring and sampling
assessment
plots
and Species
inventory
Carry out a comprehensive biodiversity
assessment of Endau Hills Water Tower
Establish Biodiversity baseline of Endau
Water Tower and develop a monitoring
framework for species of conservation
concern
Carry out in-situ and ex-situ
conservation of biodiversity species of
conservation concern

Development
Develop a fire response strategy in
of fire response collaboration with other stakeholders
Establish fire breaks within the High risk
strategy
areas in the Water tower
Enhance research on water tower ecosystem for policy and decision support

BUDGET
(millions)
14.0

7.2

16

6.5

12.0

13.5

KWTA/NMK/KEFRI

KWTA/NMK/KEFRI

KWTA/NMK/KEFRI

KWTA/CGOK/KFS/
DCC/CFA
KWTA/CGOK/KFS/
DCC/CFA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024
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ISSUES

Unavailable information
land use/resource
Economics

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

Sub- Totals

Total Economic Carry out a total economic valuation for
valuation
Endau Water Tower

2025-2028
286.2

BUDGET
(millions)
12.0

KWTA/KEFRI

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

3.4.2 Water Resource Management Programme
Endau Hills Water Tower is a critical catchment area of many springs and streams that
serve the people of Endau-Malalani ward. The Water Tower is a source of about 20
permanent water springs that include Ngunga-imwe, Kausya, Ikituku, Yongoni, Kamunyu,
Kaliluni, Wimiundo, Kang’ela, Kaundua, Kwa Mutiaiya and Kivou. Water from Kausya,
Ngunga Imwe, Kwa Mutiaiya springs has been harnessed and piped into storage tanks
for domestic and livestock use by the surrounding communities. This is in addition to
more than 10 seasonal rivers in the Endau Hills Water Tower including; Enziu, Kalavati,
Kaundwa, Miusya, Kaluyu, Langa, Komoi, Kathemboni-(wetland), Munyuni, Kololo,
Keyeni, Kakame and Katothya. The rivers provide water during the wet season while
the springs provide water during the dry season.
Main challenges facing water resource management include lack of water harvesting
by the community to relieve pressure on the available springs, spring degradation and
vandalism of the piping and water distribution system and water scarcity during the
dry season that increased collection time from approximately 1 hour to 5 hours making
water them most important commodity in Endau.
Water Resource Management Program Objectives
i. To secure and protect degraded water sources (springs and streams) within the
Water Tower
ii. To enhance awareness and sensitize the community on conservation and
protection of critical water sources.
iii. To promote water harvesting and distribution for enhanced water quality and
quantity

Program Plan
Table 3.3 presents the programme objectives with proposed interventions and
specific activities staggered in phases of three years. The activity plan details the
activities, responsibilities, time-frame and resource requirements necessary for the
implementation of each management action.
The programme recommends implementation of the following management actions to
contribute to the achievement of the above stated objectives
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ISSUES

BUDGET

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

INTERVENTION

Spring
protection
through fencing

Spring
protection

-Fencing

-Identification of suitable contractors and
technical people

-Development of bill of quantities-Material
requirement

Identify all degraded springs in Endau Hills
Water Tower-Mapping and detailed report
on state of spring degradation and proposed
rehabilitation
Develop a detailed bill of quantities for
rehabilitation through fencing, appropriate
planting of tree seedlings, water distribution
to avoid exploitation
-Identification of all springs requiring fencing
to secure their water resources
6.0

5.5

9.0

Objective I: To secure and protect degraded water sources (springs and streams) within the Water Tower

Spring
degradation
and siltation

i.

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Table 3.3: Water Resource Management Program

KWTA/WRA/CGK/
KFS/WRUA

KWTA/WRA/CGK/
KFS/WRUA

KWTA/WRA/CGK/
KFS/WRUA

RESPONSIBLE
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INTERVENTION

Develop piping
infrastructure
from the
source to the
community

Spring
protection
through tree
planting

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

-Establishment of water management
committees and fund through Payment for
maintenance and development from the
water sale

-Mapping of the distribution infrastructure
and development of bill of quantities
for pipping and distribution-Including
construction of water points/Kiosks and
water troughs

-Planting of appropriate water friendly tree
seedlings
-Identification of springs with viable water
sources for distribution detailing state of
development of each spring

-Site preparation (Staking, pitting and
seedling delivery)

-Site mapping and identification of seedling
requirement

BUDGET
21.0

7.5

KWTA/WRA/CGK/
KFS/WRUA

KWTA/WRA/CGK/
KFS/WRUA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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BUDGET

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

ISSUES

Encroachment
into riparian
areas and Lack
of Awareness
on need
of riparian
protection

Establishment
and strengthen
Water
Resource Users
Association
(WRUAs)

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

16.0

3.2
2.0

Registration with the relevant authoritiesWRA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

13.0

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

Community sensitization and formation
of local planning team and interim Endau
WRUA and CFA committee-3 sensitization
forums in Endau
Development of constitution and acquisition
of registration documents

-Development of WRUA drainage maps and
scope

Identify scope of the Endau Hills Water
Tower Catchment to delineate the WRUAs
boundary and drainage

Objective II: To enhance awareness and sensitize the community on conservation and protection of critical water sources

RESPONSIBLE
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INTERVENTION

Riparian
protection

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Sensitize the communities along the riparian
zones-Buy in for rehabilitation-all households
sensitized 8 community sensitization
meetings in Ndetani – Mukooni village
(Eli-Mukuyu stream Kololo stream, Kakame
stream), Katumbi–Mutalani Village (KwaNzitu
stream), Mutalani – Kivou and other areas to
be mapped out as hotspots

Support to implementation of SCMP priority
activities -This shall be from other partners
and the established Endau Hills Water Tower
Conservation Fund
Map out degraded riparian areas and
hotspots

Training on governance, financial
management, resource mobilization, conflict
resolution and proposal development
Development of Sub catchment
management plan (SCMP) at location level

16.1

10.6

35.0

18.0

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

6.5

BUDGET

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION

Establishment
of river water
gauging stations

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
profiling of seedling sources-Water
friendly tree species
Site preparation for planting of suitable/
water friendly tree species

·

·

Mapping of rivers and streams and
identification of potential areas for
installation of water gauging stations

·

Procuring of materials and seedlings for
planting
Rehabilitating degraded riparian areasConstruction and rehabilitation works

Identification of suitable technical
experts on rehabilitation of gullies and
construction works

·

Development of a detailed bill of quantities
for rehabilitation of mapped riparian zones-

BUDGET
3.0

18.0

6.2

4.0

WRA/KWTA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

KWTA/WRA/
CGK/ CFA

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION

Effective
legislation

ISSUES

Sand
Harvesting

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Community /stakeholder engagement-6
community barazas on effects of sand
harvesting for development of Kitui County
Sand harvesting policy and bill
One leaders workshop to sensitize political
leaders on the sand harvesting Policy and bill
Development of Draft Kitui County Policy and
Bill on sand harvesting-Technical expert

Procuring equipment and installation in
designated areas-At least 3 gauging stations
installed
Training of local WRUA members on
information consumption and dissemination
to the community for early warning and
preparedness-planting, farm preparation,
and disaster preparedness
Support Kitui County Government develop
effective legislation on sand harvesting

BUDGET
4.8

3..5

14.0

11.0

8.0

8.0

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

WRA/KWTA/CGK

KWTA/ WRA/
CGK

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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ISSUES

Objective III: To
promote water
harvesting and
distribution
for enhanced
water quality
and quantity

3.0

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

County for debate and enactment
Commissioning of Kitui County Sand
Harvesting Act

2018-2021

2.0

2022-2024

Presentation to the County Assembly of Kitui

2025-2028
2.5

2.0

3.1

BUDGET

Stakeholder review of the draft Kitui sand
harvesting policy and bill on sand harvestingValidation
Breakfast meeting with County assembly
relevant committees to for support to enact
the sand harvesting policy and bill
Media engagement and lobbying

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK

RESPONSIBLE

INTERVENTION
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INTERVENTION

Promote Water
Harvesting-Roof
harvesting

ISSUES

Lack of water
harvesting
infrastructure

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Procurement of materials and installation of
water harvesting in at-least 30 households
and 4 schools
Sub-Total

Community sensitization-6 community
barazas on roof water harvesting in Endau
Hills Water Tower
Identification and profiling of at-least 30
households and 4 schools for roof water
harvesting
Preparation of Bill of material quantities for
roof water harvesting

Needs assessment in Endau Hills Water
Tower buffer zone households

2025-2028
155.3

BUDGET
25.0

2.0

4.0

7.5

4.2

KWTA/WRA/CGK

KWTA/WRA/CGK/

KWTA/WRA/CGK/

KWTA/WRA/CGK/

KWTA/WRA/CGK/

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

3.4.3 Water Tower Protection and Security Program
The remoteness and limited infrastructure in Endau/ Malalani presents significant
challenges to ensure that the natural assets and security is maintained and sustained.
The protective function is further complicated by the increased population leading
to pressure on natural resources in the area. Illegal harvesting, charcoal burning has
shifted from domestic to commercial where traders come from outside the region to
buy and trade in charcoal business.
Through its management objectives and actions, the Endau Hills Water Tower
protection and Security Programme sets out the measures that will ensure reduction
in the threats and illegal activities. The key guiding principles that have been taken into
account during the programme’s development, and that will guide its implementation,
are set out in this section. The programme will be guided by the following objectives
and specific actions.
Water Tower Protection and Security Program Objectives
i. To curb illegal activities through establishment of a multi-agency Joint protection
unit for increased surveillance, patrols and community policing
ii. Enhanced security of natural state forest and surrounding habitat around Endau
Water Tower buffer zone enhanced
iii. Reduce human wildlife conflict and property loss within the water tower

Program Plan
Table 3.4 present the plan intervention and specific activities staggered in a threeyear phase. The activity plan details the activities, responsibilities, timeframe and
extraordinary resource requirements necessary for the delivery of each management
action over the first 3-year timeframe of this management plan
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BUDGET

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES

Forest
Encroachment,
illegal grazing,
bhang cultivation

Establishment of a Stakeholder mapping and identification of
collaborative joint relevant agencies for Joint Enforcementenforcement unit Scooping and selection of stakeholders
Development of a Memorandum of
Understanding for Joint Enforcement-Detailing
terms of engagement
Mapping of hotspot areas-Illegal activities
mapping and identification of areas for
establishment of outposts and road blocks/
check units
Construction of Joint enforcement Unit/
Outposts and roadblocks-At least 3 outposts
and roadblocks established
Strengthening of
Recruitment /secondment of the Joint
Joint enforcement enforcement team-Multi-Agency team from
unit
CGK, KFS, Community scouts/CFA

Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan

18.0

40.0

9.5

2.0

7.5

Objective I: Establish multi-agency enforcement unit thus enhance patrols to curb illegal activities within the water towers

INTERVENTION

Table 3.4: Water Tower Protection and Security Programme

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

64
KWTA/ CGK/DCC

KWTA/ CGK/
DCC/KFS

KWTA/ CGK/
DCC/KFS

KWTA/ KFS/
CGK/ DCC

KWTA/ KFS/
CGK/ DCC

RESPONSIBLE
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

Training needs assessment of the Joint
enforcement team-Identification of the
training needs of the Joint enforcement team
Training of relevant skills-Paramilitary, crime
profiling, scouting, patrolling etc based on
needs assessment
Development of Joint patrol plans and
establishment of surveillance and reporting
mechanisms
Mapping of
Support to establishment of real-time data
Hotspots and
collection, collating and relaying centre for
establishment
Endau Water Tower
Identification of hotspot areas and mapping
of a real time
information centre for increased surveillance
Establish a Real time monitoring and reporting
system in collaboration with other agenciesMobile phones, configuration, computers,
security applications and synchronization with
mobile data collection devices

BUDGET
19.0

6.0

12.0

3.0

10.0

4.0

KWTA/KFS/CGK

KWTA/KEFRI/
NMK/KWS

KFS/CGK/DCC/
KWTA

KWTA/KFS/DCC

KWTA/KFS/CGK/
DCC

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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ISSUES

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

Develop joint patrol plans and establish joint
patrol units

Establish and agree on eviction programme
with all the affected households-Pre-eviction
counselling
Carry out post eviction counselling and followup to support viable livelihood activities-See
livelihood programme
Enhanced security of natural state forest and surrounding habitat around Endau Water Tower

Illegal Logging and Law enforcement/
poaching-Kathua Joint enforcement
-Walanzani,
Twambui–
Nthangani

Objective II:

INTERVENTION

Negotiated
compliance for
encroachers

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Training of at least 30 people (scouts/rangers
and community members) on real time data
collection, collating and relaying
Real time surveillance information and
monitoring -Piloting and commissioning
Map all encroachments inside the forest

2.8

KWTA/ KFS/
DCC/ CGK

32.0

KWTA/CGK/KFS/
CFA

KWTA/ KFS/
DCC/ CGK

12.0

KWTA/KFS/KWS/
DCC/CGK/CFA

CGK/KWTA/KFS

13.5
12.5

CGK/KFS/KWTA/
DCC

BUDGET
9.0

RESPONSIBLE
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

ISSUES

Human Wildlife
conflict

Training and
compensation

Sensitization and
hotspot mapping

Sensitize the community in HWC prone
areas-10 community bazazas around Endau
hills Water Tower
Link with the real time data centre to develop
Hotspot maps and establish HWC mitigation
measures
Train community members on the wildlife
conservation and management Act 2013
and profiling of HWC related cases for
compensation
Establish linkages with the Kitui County
Government and The KWS for compensation
of HWC related cases

Develop security operating procedures (SOP)
and map hotspot areas
Establish 2 outposts in Endau Hills Water
Tower for increased surveillance around and
reporting
Train 30 community scouts in Joint patrols,
relevant laws, profiling and crime reporting
Objective III Reduce human wildlife conflict and property loss within the water tower

BUDGET

KWS/KWTA/
DCC/ CGK

KWS/KWTA/
DCC/ CGK

2.0

KWS/KWTA/
KFS/ DCC/ CGK

8.0

2.5

KWS/KWTA/
DCC/ CGK

KWTA/CGK/KFS/
CFA

KWTA/CGK/KFS/
CFA
KWTA/CGK/KFS/
CFA

6.0

4.0

30.0

6.1

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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INTERVENTION

Establish water
points outside the
forest-To avert
HWC related to
watering points

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Installation and construction of water
distribution channels, watering points
Sub-Total

Establish HWC consolation fund for death
related cases
Identify Springs for drawing and pipingMapping
Establishment of Water regulation
committees-At least one committee for each
distribution channel
Development of by-laws on water
utilization-Ensuring cost sharing, community
contribution and maintenance regulations
Develop Bill of quantities for piping and
infrastructure
Procurement of materials/contractor

2025-2028
168.9

/WRA/KWTACGK

WRA/KWTACGK
WRA/KWTA/
CGK
WRA/KWTA/
CGK

9.0

5.5
25.0
30.0

12.5

7.5

KWS/KWTA/
DCC/ CGK
WRA/KWTA/
DCC/ CGK
WRA/KWTA/
KFS/ DCC/ CGK

BUDGET
10.0

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES

3.4.4 Sustainable Land Management (SLM) Programme
KWTA in partnership with the county government of Kitui will promote the Sustainable
Land Management Program (SLMP) to scale up and increase adoption of appropriate
SLM technologies and where necessary pilot for specific agro- ecological conditions
in the program in Endau-Malalani Locations that will serve as a demonstration sites.
The overall objective will be to reduce the effects of land related degradation through
sustainable land management practices. The program will be implemented through
four components:
• Construct land management structures to stabilize soils;
• Improve water retention and support efficient farm management practices;
• Build capacity of key service providers and rural households in planning and
implementation of SLM practices
• Enhance land tenure security of smallholder farmers

Program Objectives
i. Rehabilitate degraded lands/ areas and promote conservation agriculture
ii. Build capacity of farmers on sustainable land use and options
iii.Promote sustainable farming practices and management

Program Plan
Table 3.5 present the plan intervention and specific activities staggered in a three-year
phase. The activity plan details the activities, responsibilities, timeframe and resource
requirements necessary for the delivery of each management action.
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ISSUES

Soil erosion, land
degradation, poor crop
productivity, lack of
awareness on SLM,

Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan

Soil erosion
control in farms

Gulley
rehabilitation

Identification of gullies and gulley
formation in Endau-Mapping and
community sensitization-6 community
focus group meetings around Endau
Hills Water Tower
Establishment of one thematic
committee and development of Bill of
Quantities for gulley rehabilitation
Identification of suitable contractors/
Technicians
Procurement of rehabilitation materials
and services-including Community
contribution
Rehabilitation of identified gullies, check
dams and gabions-At least 6 gullies
rehabilitated.
Mapping and profiling of farms in Endau
Hills Water Tower Buffer zone

Objective I: Rehabilitate degraded lands/ areas and promote conservation agriculture

INTERVENTION

Table 3.5: Sustainable Land Management Practices

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

70
KWTA/CGK
KWTA/CGK

KWTA/CGK/CFA

1.5
15.0

20.5

KWTA/CGK/MoA

KWTA/ CGK/
comm

1.5

3.5

KWTA/ CGK/
Community

BUDGET
2.5

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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INTERVENTION

Conservation
Agriculture and
promotion of
appropriate crop
varieties (Drought
resistant)

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Identification or setting up of a model
farms in Endau Hills Water Tower,
Implementation of conservation
agriculture practices-Atleast 100 farms
supported with conservation agriculture
and appropriate crop varieties

Digging of farm control structuresterraces-At-least 200 farms with soil and
water conservation structures
Community mobilization and training of
farmers on conservation agriculture-Atleast 30 ToTs trained

Establishment of farm owners clusters
-To provide group labour for soil erosion
control structures
Measurements of terraces in identified
farms for digging soil erosion structures

KWTA/CGK/MoA
KWTA/CGK/MoA

14.0

KWTA/CGK/MoA

2.5

3.6

KWTA/CGK/MoA

KWTA/CGK/MoA

2.0
5.0

KWTA/CGK/MoA

BUDGET
1.5

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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ISSUES

Community
sensitization,
development and
implementation
of grazing
management
plans

Sensitize the community on carrying
capacities, stocking programs, hybrids
and grazing management in all
villages-12 sensitization forums
Establish grazing management
committees-6 grazing management
committees in all sublocations with an
umbrella steering committee
Determine carrying capacities to
assist in developing holistic/grazing
management plans, bylaws and conflict
resolution mechanisms

KWTA/MoA/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/MoA/
CFA/KFS

6.0

6.0

5.0

CGK/MoA

2.0

KWTA/CGK/MoA
KWTA/CGK/MoA

2018-2021

2.0

2022-2024

Training of farmers on marketing,
negotiation skills and product value
addition/agro-processing including postharvest storage
Identification and linking farmers with
potential product buyers

2025-2028

3.0

BUDGET

Market and value chain research of
agricultural produce

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Build capacity of farmers on sustainable land use and options

Illegal grazing and
Overgrazing

Objective II:

INTERVENTION

Value chain
and market
development on
drought resistant
crops

RESPONSIBLE
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INTERVENTION

Public education
and information
dissemination

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Develop info-sheets for information
dissemination aimed at sensitization
campaigns

Develop grazing and holistic
management plans to strengthen forest
zonation-Refer to forest management
program-This to include bylaws and
conflict resolution mechanisms
Sensitize the community in all sublocations on the grazing management
plans and the by-laws
Implement the grazing management
plans including supporting to
establishment of grass seed banks in
every village/cluster
Establish market for livestock-Market
linkages
Community scouting and patrols to
enforce grazing management plans and
bylaws
Hold 6 Barazas in 6 sublocations to
sensitize the community on SLM

KWTA/KFS/CFA/
CGK

KWTA/CGK/MoA
KWTA/CGK/
KFS//CFA/DCC

5.5

2.0
8.0

1.5

KWTA/CGK/DCC

KWTA/CGK/DCC

KWTA/KFS/CFA

6.0

3.0

KWTA/KFS/CFA/
MoA

BUDGET
5.0

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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12.0

Establish of woodlot e.g. Mukengeta,

(Senna semea), Acacia nilotica
Promote on-farm Map potential farms and farmers for
agroforestry
agroforestry interventions-at least 300
practices
farms mapped and profiles developedTrain 40 community members on
Agroforestry interventions and on-farm
woodlot establishment

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

12.1

8.6

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

23.0

Promote
sustainable land
management
practices and
reforestation of
riparian areas

KWTA/CGK/DCC

KWTA/KFS/CFA

ISSUES

13.0

INTERVENTION

KWTA

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

8.5

2018-2021

Develop info-sheets for information
dissemination aimed at sensitization
campaigns
Conduct three media interactive
sessions in local media stations- (Musyi
FM, Athiani FM, Syoukimau Fm, County
FM)
Development of Terraces, cut-off drains

2022-2024

Poor land use practices
degrading riparian
areas, sand harvesting,
water scarcity

2025-2028

3.0

BUDGET

Conduct three media interactive
sessions in local media stations- (Musyi
FM, Athiani FM, Syoukimau Fm, County
FM)
Objective III: Promote sustainable farming practices and management

RESPONSIBLE
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Train 40 farmers on Nursery
Establishment-Targeting appropriate
tree species like Melia volkensii
Support farmers to establish 3 tree
nurseries-Target of 50,000 seedlings
for appropriate agroforestry species on
farms
Conduct reforestation and woodlot
establishment in mapped farms in
Endau
Sub-Total

2025-2028
149.3

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

KWTA/KFS/CFA

14.0

18.0

BUDGET
9.0

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

INTERVENTION

ISSUES

3.4.5 Community Livelihood And Education Programme
Water towers like other natural resources have been faced with the ever-increasing
pressure of overexploitation. Provision of alternative livelihood options through
nature friendly enterprises contribute to reduced pressure on extraction of natural
resources for income. The high poverty levels coupled with high crop failure due to
unreliable rainfall renders the community vulnerable and dependence on the water
tower resources becomes the only option. Majority of the community members have
resolved to charcoal burning to sustain their families during periods of drought.
The program intends to effectively engage the communities and stakeholders at large,
living within the Water Tower ecosystem to participate in the sustainable management
of these resources by providing viable and alternative livelihood solution along with
addressing the issue of charcoal burning.Some of the alternative livelihood programs
proposed by the community members during the plan preparation process included
beekeeping, value addition of tamarind and baobab products, ecotourism, sustainable
brick making among others.

Programme objectives
The programme identified the following objectives and actions to support alternative
livelihood options in Endau Water Tower
i. To promote alternative livelihood programs for enhanced community incomes.
ii. To facilitate value addition and market linkages for alternative livelihood products

The Programme Plan
Table 3.6 presents proposed interventions and activities with a detailed implementation
schedule. The activities are spread within an implementation period of 10 years.
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

ISSUES

Poor crop yield, few
livelihood options,
Charcoal burning, Forest
encroachment, Overgrazing,
poaching, illegal logging,
Low education levels,
poverty, negative attitudes/
Perceptions
Alternative livelihood
options-Drought resistant
crops
Alternative livelihoodGrazing management
Alternative livelihood
options-Poultry farming
(women empowerment)
Promote use of energy
efficient

Promote alternative livelihood
options-Bee keeping, Dairy goats
farming,
Identification of at-least 6 groups
for beekeeping and registration with
the relevant market based oriented
organizations-The Hive international,
Africa beekeepers Association or the
Ministry of Agriculture and livestockAt least 10 groups identified and
functional
Training on Beekeeping and apiary
management, value addition-At
least 30 people trained
Standardization with the Kenya
Bureau of Standards-Quality
assurance
Development of Bylaws and
establishment of management
committees
Site identification-Mapping of sites
for establishment of beekeeping in
Endau Hills Water Tower

Feasibility
studies and
development
of a business
plan to
establish
viability of
bee keeping
in Endau

Objective I: To promote alternative livelihood programs for enhanced community incomes.

INTERVENTION

Table 3.6: Community Livelihood and Education Programme.

BUDGET
1.6

CGK/
KWTA/ KFS/
CFA/ NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2025-2028

2022-2024

2018-2021
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INTERVENTION
Conduct 3 focus group meetings
and to sensitize community on
appropriate crops

2025-2028
2.2

2.0

2.5

3.5

2.0

4.1

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION
Conduct 10 community sensitization
meetings with the community
around Endau Hills Water Tower-On
grazing management
Support established grazing
management committee (Refer to
forest management programme)
to establish grass seed banks and
bulking centers-At least 3 grass seed
-banks established

Train at-least 20 community
groups on farming of suitable
crops-Drought resistant crops and
agribusiness
Support establishment of model
farms -At-least 12 model farms
and 3 bulking/aggregation centers
established for different crops and
farming methodologies
Farmer to farmer exchange visits
and scaling up

Profile and identify suitable crops
for farming-

2025-2028
4.0

6.1

2.5

9.5

3.5

3.0

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION
Support to establish 3 grass banksSourcing and procurement of
quality seed, planting and farm
management
Scaling up-Training of more farmers
and technology transfer-Harvesting
of seed from grass banks and
technical support to scale up-Atleast 300 farms supported
Establishment and training of 20
community women groups on
poultry farming
Establishment of 3 model farms in 3
areas in Endau Water Tower-To offer
training, information dissemination
and scaling up
Market linkages-Establish markets
and offer training on agri-business
development
Sensitization on energy efficient
stoves
3.8

18.0

9.0

4.0

3.0

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

2025-2028
12.5

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

ISSUES
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ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

ISSUES

Lack of capacity on value
addition, lack of market on
products
Market linkages and
Memorandum of
Understanding

Establish a centre of excellence on
honey production and processing
Environmental and Social Impacts
assessment study-Identification
of potential positive and negative
impacts
Memorandum of understanding
with the relevant Kitui county
government and other partners
(financial and technical contribution
and support) and the community
Training of community-and
formation of Kitui beekeepers
Cooperative society

Feasibility
studies and
development
of multiAgency
coordination
team

Objective II To facilitate value addition and market linkages for alternative livelihood products

7.5

2018-2021

Procure training material

2022-2024

5.0

2025-2028

Train community on use of energy
efficient stoves

BUDGET
25.0

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/
KWTA/ KFS/
CFA/ NGOs

RESPONSIBLE
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INTERVENTION

Benchmarking and exchange visit to
Baringo honey processing plant
Establishment of honey processing
plant and Centre of excellence on
honey production, processing, value
addition

2025-2028
25.0

5.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION
Alternative livelihood-Value addition
on Baobab fruits and tamarind fruits
(Mabuyu)
Mapping of Baobab and tamarind
tree density and production capacity
for establishing a value addition
Centre in Endau
Identification of potential buyers
of processed products and
entering into a memorandum of
Understanding

Negotiation and signing of
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoUs) with bee keeping companies
and if possible KFS for bee keeping
in the Forest including provision
of technical skills and purchase of
Honey and hive products
Support to establishment of at
least 6 apiaries in Endau Hills Water
Tower
Support to scaling up-Targeting 500
beehives in Endau

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Community
sensitization
and
formation
of farmers
association(Mabuyu
farmers’
association/
group)-12

2025-2028
12.0

24.0

3.0

BUDGET
3.6

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

CGK/
KWTA/ KFS/
CFA/ NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION
Training of the farmers group
on sustainable harvesting, value
addition, marketing, quality control
and standardization
Establishment of collection centers
and support to processing and value
addition
Quality assurance and certification
with the Kenya Bureau of standards
Support to establishment of a
processing unit in Endau for baobab
and tamarind
Support to scaling up and
participation in regional and local
agricultural show events

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
sensitization
meetings in
Endau Hills
Water Tower

2025-2028
2.0

1.0

5.5

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES
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ISSUES

Lack of awareness on
Existing Policies on
Conservation
Community Sensitization

INTERVENTION
Leaders sensitization forums
Incorporate political leaders to
conservation workshops and
conservation activities in Endau Hills
Water Tower

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Conduct
quarterly
leader’s
conservation
workshops
in Endau
and Malalani
locationsReporting
and joint
planning

2025-2028
3.6

20.0

2.0

1.5

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
16.0

CGK/
KWTA/ KFS/
CFA/ NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021
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INTERVENTION
Development of Info-sheets and
sensitization of policies through the
area chiefs and assistant chiefs
Carry out 2 Locational education
campaigns annually on conservation
of Endau Water Tower during the
dry season in

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES
Sub- Total

2025-2028
154.2

2.0

13.0

BUDGET
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs
CGK/ KWTA/
KFS/ CFA/
NGOs

RESPONSIBLE

2022-2024

2018-2021

ISSUES

CHAPTER 4:
IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK
FOR THE ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLAN
4.1 Implementation of the plan and funding
The Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan (EHWT-EMP) will be
implemented through a coordinated effort of all the relevant Stakeholders (Figure
4). The overall coordination will be through the Kenya Water Towers Agency working
closely with County Government of Kitui. A local planning and implementation team will
be constituted to support coordination of activities locally and will be guided by a multiagency technical team that will give technical guidance to the plan implementation.
Funding of the Endau Ecosystem Management Plan will be done through direct
monetary allocation from KWTA and support from key stakeholders and development
partners.The total cost of implementing this management plan is estimated to be KES
913.9 M. Funds for implementing the activities outlined in the management plan will
be sourced by the Kenya Water Towers Agency in collaboration with other relevant
partners

Figure 4: Endau Hills Water Tower Governing Structure
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4.2 Amendments and Revision of the Management Plan
EHWT-EMP is designed to be an effective and functional decision support tool for the
sustainable management of Endau Hills Water Tower. The Plan will be guided by the
vision, objectives and 5 management programs to be implemented within a period
of 10 years. Each programme is guided by management objectives and under each
objective and a series of specific management actions to be implemented. An annual
work-plan will be developed to guide on the specific activities for the implementation
of the plan. The plan is set to be reviewed after every 3 years to address emerging
issues and align to the development partners and agenda.

4.3 Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
A monitoring and evaluation plan has been developed as part of the implementation
framework to successfully track execution of the proposed programs in the EHWT-EMP
(Table 4.1-4.5). Monitoring will be key in tracking and reporting progress of the Plan’s
implementation against the set targets for continuous feedbackand improvement. It
will also be helpful in identifying program management issues as they occur and provide
early indications of implementation inefficiency.Evaluation will assess the performance
of the implementation and propose adaptive management strategies.

Management challenges
(i) Understaffing –inadequate personnel for management of the water tower
(ii) Inadequate resources such as finance and vehicles
(iii) Non-compliance from the local communities in conservation and management
of the water tower
(iv) Lack of well-established trees nurseries
(v) Harsh climatic conditions
(vi) Poor road network
(vii) High poverty and low literacy level

Management objectives
(i) Secure, rehabilitate and protect Endau Water Tower Ecosystem
(ii) Develop and support sustainable land and forest Management practices that
promote ecosystem resilience and improved community livelihoods
(iii) Establish synergy with all stakeholders for coordinated management of Endau
Hills Water Tower
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Workshop
reports/
Minutes
Copies of
brochures/
Field visit
reports

Means of
Verification

Measure

Output

Activities

Interventions

Specific
objective

Reduce forest Community · 10 Public barazas (Six in Malalani, · Enhanced
· Reduced
· No. of
·
encroachment
sensitization
four in Endau)- Comprehensive
Encroachment encroachers
awareness
and establish
community engagement in
incidences
that moved out
on the forest
clear boundary
preparation for boundary
voluntarily
boundaries
· Encroachers
·
demarcation
· Voluntary exit
move
· Area of land
· 2 Workshops (One in Malalani
from forest
outside the
secured from ·
& One in Endau)-Establish Local · Brochures/
state forest
encroachers
planning team on demarcation
boundary
flyers available
· No. of
and draw workplan
voluntarily
and distributed
brochures
· Airing of at least three
to communities · Availability of
procured and
Conservation Education Through
brochures at
distributed
Local media (Musyi FM, Athiani
community
FM, Syokimau Fm, County FM)
level
· Printing and Distribution of 1,000
Conservation Brochures and info
sheets on Endau
· Participation on Annual
Conservation Events

Indicators

Table 4.1: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Forest Resources Management Program

2
years

Time Frame
(Years)
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Measure

Reduction in
encroachment
incidences
Beacons

No of plans · Final
(Printed and
Endau WT
1 Year
distributed)
Ecosystem
Management
plan in place

Means of
Verification

· No.
· Survey maps
ofencroachers
with realigned
moved out
boundary and
5
boundary
· Boundary
years
reports
mapping /
survey reports

Reduced illegal ·
activities in
Endau Water
Tower
Well
conserved
Water Tower

Indicators

Output

Activities

Interventions

Development · Feasibility studies-Critical
· Ecosystem
·
of Endau
Catchment, Biodiversity
Management
Water Tower
Assessment, Community
plan in place
Ecosystem
Resource Assessment
Management · Development of Draft Endau
·
plan
Water Tower Ecosystem
Management Plan
· Sharing, Validation and visioning
of Endau Water Tower Ecosystem
Management Plan
· Implementation action plan
developed at community level
Clear
· Mapping and marking of Endau · Boundary for ·
Demarcation
Water Tower boundaries
the WaterTower
of State
marked and
· Establishment of beacons along
Forest
beacons
the marked boundaries
·
Boundary
erected
· Clearing of boundaries-To be
done every year

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
objective
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Output

Activities

Interventions

Fencing
· Feasibility studies- Way-leave and · Fence erected
Endau Water
potential impacts of fencing
Tower
· Comprehensive community
participation-12 Village level
barazas in Endau/Malalani and 2
Focus group meetings
· Development of an
Environmental and social impact
study report
· Community and stakeholder
validation of ESIA report and
approval by NEMA

Means of
Verification

Reports on no · EIA report
of HWC
· Fencing
Reports on
report
No. of illegal
activities

Measure

Indicators
· Reduced
·
incidences of
encroachment ·
· Reduced illegal
activities and
HWC

2
years

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
objective
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Output

Activities

Interventions

Formation
· 6 community mobilization
· CFAs formed
and
meetings in Endau/Malalani to
Strengthening publicize the formation processof CFAs
formation of a local planning
team
· Formation of an interim CFA
committee
· Develop CFAs Constitution and
present to relevant authorities
for registration-4 Meetings with
the interim committees-(Draft
development and validation)
· 2 training Workshops for CFAs
on their mandates, governance,
resource mobilization, financial
management and conflict
resolution (One in Malalani &
One in Endau)

Measure

Indicators
· CFA interim
· CFAs
committee in
formed and
place
strengthened
· CFA
Constitution
· Training
reports
· Functional CFA
in place

Means of
Verification
· Field visits
· Functional
CFA

3
years

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
objective
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Output

Activities

Interventions

Gazettement · 10 Barazas (Six in Malalani & Four · Endau Hill
of Endau
in Endau) to disseminate and
Water Tower
Water Tower
validate the Endau Water Tower
Gazetted
Boundary report
· Finalization and presentation of
Endau Water Tower Boundary
Report to the CS for gazettement
· Trees planted
Afforestation · Identification and mapping of
on-farm
and
Degraded Areas and farmlands
Reforestation- in the Water Tower-Establish size · Reforested
On-farm
number and extend
degraded areas
and on state · Identification of suitable seedling
forest
sources
· Site Preparation-Staking and
pitting
· Procurement of Appropriate
Seedlings
· Planting Seedlings in identified
areas
· Regular auditing-Survival counts,
spot weeding and beating up

Means of
Verification

Measure

Indicators
· Rehabilitation · No. of
reports
seedlings
procured and
· Site
planted
verifications
· No. audits
· Photos of
carried out
reforested
sites
· Audit reports

· Field Photos

· Field Reports
5
years

· Copies of
· Gazette notice · Gazette
Gazette Notice · No of barazas
notice
3
· Field reports years

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
objective
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Measure

Indicators

Output

Activities

Interventions

Establishment · Identify potential areas for
· Tree nursery
· Nursery
· No. of tree
of
establishment of tree seedlingsestablished
establishment
nursery
appropriate
At-least 3 areas identified
report
established
· Community
tree seedlings · Formation of Nursery
groups
· Group
· No. of CBOs
nurseries
establishment groups
established and members
trained
competency
· On-site training on tree nursery
levels
establishment
· Procurement of nursery materials
· Establishment of at-least 3 tree
nurseries in Endau targeting
Melia and other appropriate
species

Means of
Verification

· Certificates
· Procurement 4
reports and
receipts

· Reports

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
objective
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Interventions

Specific
objective

Sustainably
Water Tower
manage
Zonation
Competing
Prioritiese.g. grazing
and forest
management,
overstocking
and springs
management,
Charcoal burning
and agriculture,
logging
and forest
management
Endau Water
Tower zoned
Thematic
Committees
formed

Output

Activities

· Identification of Endau Water
·
Tower user zones-6 focus
group meetings around Endau
·
sublocations to identify the
different site-specific Water
Tower uses
· Mapping and development of
forest and buffer zone zonation
maps· Establishment of Thematic
committees and development of
conflict resolution mechanisms
· Development of forest user zone
by-laws
· 6 sub-locational meetings to
sensitize the community on
designated user zones and bylaws
· Fencing off exclusive
management zones-Areas of high
biodiversity richness and critical
hotspots

Measure

Indicators
· Zonation and · No. of Zones
land use plan · No. of
in place
committees
· Functional
management
committees in
place

Means of
Verification

· Hard copies
of land use
plan
· Minutes
4
· Committees/ years
field reports

Time Frame
(Years)
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Specific
objective

Establishment
of fire
prevention
mechanism

Activities

Interventions

Development · Conduct one Fire risk assessment
of Fire early
and develop fire risk maps for
warning and
Endau Water Tower-Identify all
preventive
fire high risk areas and months
systems
· Develop fire early warning and
hazard systems using the fire risk
assessment report and maps· Establishment of fire early
warning action plan-Installation
of fire warning boards and watch
towers in areas identified as high
risk
· Clearing of Fire Breaks in fire
prone areas (Kamusa and
Kalavati)

Indicators

Output
· Fire Hot spot · Mapping
areas mapped
reports
·
· Fire early
· No of Fire
warning boards
warning
installed
boards
installed
·
· Fire buffer zone
established

Means of
Verification

Measure
· No. of Fire
· Reports
warning boards · Photos
· Kms of fire
· Field visits
breaks/buffer
zones

4
years

Time Frame
(Years)
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· % Reduction in
unsustainable
charcoal
production in
Endau

· Situation/
Finding
reports
· Arrests

Reduced
incidences
of charcoal
burning

· No of illegal
charcoal
activities
reported
incidences

Indicators

Community
sensitized on
sustainable
charcoal
production
Effective
Legislation on
sustainable
charcoal
production
developed

Output

Activities

Interventions

Specific
objective

Sustainably
Community · Conduct 12 Barazas-Six in
·
Manage
sensitization
Malalani & six in Endau to
Charcoal
and effective
sensitize the community on
Production
legislation
effects of charcoal burning. Areas
in hotspotsidentified as hotspots-Ndetani
Ndetani
(Kiluilu) Twambui (Koi, Muninani) ·
(Kiluilu)
Syou (Ngovovoni, Ngiluni) Kathua
Twambui (Koi,
(Walanzani)
Muninani) Syou
· Develop effective legislation
(Ngovovoni,
together with Kitui County on
Ngiluni) Kathua
Energy efficiency and charcoal
(Walanzani
burning-Promoting of energy
efficiency through subsidies,
strengthening the patrol unit,
establishment outposts in Endau,
and extension of the charcoal ban
Conducting · Conduct 15 patrols monthly
·
regular
· Sharing of situation reports to
patrols
relevant agency
within the
· Apprehending offenders
Water Tower
through Joint
enforcement
unit

Measure
Arrests
No of
legislations
developed

· No of patrols
· No. of arrest/
court cases

·
·

· Arrest reports
· No situational
of reports
5years

Copies of
legislation
· Field reports 3
years

Means of
Verification
·

Time Frame
(Years)
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Output

Activities

Interventions

Specific
objective

Promote
· Conduct feasibility study on
· Reduced
Energy
energy options, value chain and
fuel wood
efficient
alternative sources of energy in
and charcoal
technologies
Endau
production
· Identify Alternative/appropriate
energy sources and establish
at least 6 clean energy villages/
clusters in Endau
· Train Established clean energy
village clusters on efficient
energy, fabrication and
installation at household level· Install at-least 600 energies
saving jikos in 6 clusters in
identified
Establish the Conduct
· Carry out an intensive
· information
biological
research on
biodiversity assessment and
on biological
diversity status biodiversity
report on species status
diversity and
of Endau Water and ecology · Establish Biodiversity baseline of
index of the
Tower
and report on Endau Water Tower and develop
Water Tower
status
established
a monitoring framework for
species of conservation concern
· Carry out in-situ and ex-situ
conservation of biodiversity
species of conservation indices

Indicators

· Biodiversity
· No. of reports/ · Journal
and ecological
journals
papers
3
status reports · Species of
· Status reports
· Species
concern
· Conservation
inventory
under inside
statuses of
and indices
and ex-situ
species of
developed
conservation
conservation
program
· Journals
concern
published

Status
Reports
Savings
3
Procurement
receipts

Means of
Verification

% of household ·
converted to
energy efficient ·
stoves
·
No. of energy
efficient stoves
installed

Measure

· % change in ·
fuel wood
utilization for
households
with Energy ·
efficient stoves
· No of energy
efficient stoves
installed

Time Frame
(Years)
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Specific
objective

Promote active
Participation
of Local
Community on
conservation
programs

Measure

Indicators

Output

Activities

Interventions

sensitization on negative effects
of unsustainable exploitation of
resources in all the 6 sublocations

Strengthen · Training the established CFA and · Effective local · No of CFA
· No. of training
CFA through
WRUAs on Forest management,
community
members
for CFAs
increased
Tree nursery establishment,
involvement in
trained
conducted
funding and
resource mobilization, scouting
conservation
· Functional
· No. of
training
and incorporation into the Joint
programs
Water Tower
meetings
enforcement unit
fund
conducted
· Establishment of Water Tower
· Reports on
· No. of joint
Conservation fund for CFAs and
community
patrols
WRUAs to tap and participate in
patrols
conducted
conservation activities
· Minutes of
· Train community scouts on forest
joint meetings
protection, joint surveillance
· No of people
and establish linkages with the
sensitized
Kitui County government for
supporting community scouts
· Supporting CFAs and WRUAs on
Conservation of Endau Water
Tower through increased funding
streams
· Conduct joint community

Means of
Verification

· Reports
· Comanagement 4
plan
· Photos of
meetings, joint
patrols etc
· Field reports
.

Time Frame
(Years)
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Specific
objective

Political Good
will and Lack
of awareness
on Existing
Policies on
Conservation

Indicators

·
·
·
·

Reports
Plans
Joint plans
Joint field
work

Means of
Verification

3

% increase in
community
participation
Political
goodwill

· Field reports
5

No. of
· Reports
meetings held · List of
3
with political
attendance
leaders
· Correspondence
No. of political
participants

· Number of
· Reports
joint activities · Photos
· Number
of leaders
participating

Measure

Activities

Interventions

Active
· No of local ·
involvement of
politicians
political class
participating in
on conservation conservation
of Endau Water
·
Tower
Policy
awareness
created
Annual
· Establish annual stakeholder
· Enhanced
· No of
·
Stakeholders
conservation engagement forums community
community
forum
participation
stakeholder
· Carry out 2 Locational education
and political
forum
campaigns annually on
·
good
will
conservation of Endau Water
· Political
Tower during the dry season in
support

Effective Local
community
engagementon
conservation
programs

Output

Develop
· Map all stakeholders for
·
community
conservation of the Water Tower
engagement · Develop a community and
plan
stakeholder engagement plan
taking into consideration gender
roles
· Deliberate engagement of leaders
in conservation matters-Regular
leaders meeting in Endau
Leaders
· Conduct quarterly leader’s
·
sensitization
conservation workshops in Endau
forums
and Malalani locations-Reporting
and joint planning
· Incorporate political leaders to
conservation workshops and
conservation activities in Endau ·
Hills Water Tower

Time Frame
(Years)
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Effective
patrols
Enhanced
surveillance
and
intelligence
gathering

Reduced
incidences of
illegal logging
and poaching

Output

Activities

Interventions

Specific
objective

Eliminate
Full
· Develop security operating
·
Illegal Logging enforcement
procedures (SOP) and map
and poaching- of the law
hotspot areas
Kathua
· Establish 2 outposts in Endau
-Walanzani,
Hills Water Tower for increased
Twambui–
surveillance around and reporting
Nthangani
· Conduct regular patrols and
apprehend offenders
Establish Joint · Develop joint patrol plans and ·
enforcement
establish joint patrol units
· Recruit and train community
·
scouts and engage them on
joint patrols

Indicators
·

·

·

Means of
Verification
Composition ·
of Joint
·
enforcement
unit
No. of joint
patrols
conducted
No. of reports

Reports
Arrests

6

· No. of illegal · Arrest reports
activities
· Patrol reports 3
· No. of patrols · Field visits
· No. of court
cases

Measure
No of units ·
established
No of people
trained
·
No of
patrol plans
developed
·

· % reduction
on illegal
logging and
poaching
· No of SOPs
developed

Time Frame
(Years)

Specific
Objectives

Eliminate Forest
Encroachment,
Illegal activities

Out-put

Action Points/
Activities

Intervention

Establishment · Stakeholder mapping and identification of · Eliminate forest
of a joint
relevant agencies for Joint Enforcementencroachment and
enforcement
Scooping and selection of stakeholders
illegal activities
unit
within the state
· Development of a Memorandum of
forest
Understanding for Joint EnforcementDetailing terms of engagement
· MOU for joint
enforcement
· Mapping of hotspot areas-Illegal activities
mapping and identification of areas for
establishment of outposts and road blocks/
check units
· Construction of Joint enforcement Unit/
Outposts and roadblocks-At least 3 outposts
and roadblocks established
Strengthening · Recruitment /secondment of the Joint
· Effective and
of Joint
enforcement team-Multi-Agency team from
efficient joint
enforcement
CGK, KFS, Community scouts/CFA
enforcement unit
unit
· Training needs assessment of the Joint
· and patrol plans in
enforcement team-Identification of the
place
training needs of the Joint enforcement team
· Training of relevant skills-Paramilitary, crime
profiling, scouting, patrolling etc based on
needs assessment
· Development of Joint patrol plans and
establishment of surveillance and reporting
mechanisms

Endau Hills Water Tower Ecosystem Management Plan

Means of
Verification

· Arrest Reports
· Field visits
5
· Photos

Time
Frame(Years)

· Enhanced
· No. of patrols
· Arrest reports
effective
· No of Illegal arrests · Field and
patrols
· No of people trained training
4
·
reports
· Patrol plan in
place

· Reports
· Reports
on illegal
· Number of arrests
activities
· MOU in place
· No of outpost
established
within Endau

Indicators

Table 4.2: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Water Tower Protection and Security programme

Measure
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Action Points/
Activities

Intervention

Mapping of · Support to establishment of real-time data
Hotspots and
collection, collating and relaying centre for
establishment Endau Water Tower
of a real time · Identification of hotspot areas and mapping
information
for increased surveillance
centre
· Establish a Real time monitoring and
reporting system in collaboration with other
agencies-Mobile phones, configuration,
computers, security applications and
synchronization with mobile data collection
devices
· Training of at least 30 people (scouts/rangers
and community members) on real time data
collection, collating and relaying
· Real time surveillance information and
monitoring -Piloting and commissioning
Negotiated
· Map all encroachments inside the forest
compliance for · Establish and agree on eviction programme
encroachers
with all the affected households-Pre-eviction
counselling
· Carry out post eviction counselling and
follow-up to support viable livelihood
activities-See livelihood programme

Out-put
· Areas mapped
· Illegal settlers
movedout of the
state forest

· Security hotspot
identified
· Information data
base established

Indicators

· Maps
· Functional centre

Measure

· Area
· Area recovered
· No of people
out of forest

· No of
hotspots
mapped
· Functional
real time
information
centre

Means of
Verification
· Field visits
· Field reports

5

Mapping reports
Field visits
3

Time
Frame(Years)

Specific
Objectives
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Specific
Objectives

Human Wildlife
conflict

Action Points/
Activities

· Sensitize the community in HWC prone
areas-10 community barazas around Endau
hills Water Tower
· Link with the real time data centre to
develop Hotspot maps and establish HWC
mitigation measures
Awareness
· Sensitize community members on the
creation on
wildlife conservation and management Act
compensation 2013 and profiling of HWC related cases for
compensation
· Establish linkages between Kitui County
Government and The KWS for compensation
of HWC related cases
· Establish HWC consolation fund for death
related cases

Intervention

Sensitization
and hotspot
mapping

Out-put

Measure

Indicators
· Number
· No of people
of people
· No of cases
sensitized
· % reduction in
HWC cases

· HWC reports

Means of
Verification

3

· Increased
· Reporting and · No. of Compensation · Compensation
reporting and
report
launch claims claims
compensation of
on profiled · No of people trained · HWC reports
5
HWC related cases forwarded
· Functional fund
· Number of
to KWS for
· Reduced HWC
compensations
processing
· Enhanced
· Functional
knowledge on
HWC
compensation
compensation
procedures
fund

· Reduced HWC
· Increased
information on
HWC

Time
Frame(Years)
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·
·

·

Out-put

Identify Springs for drawing and piping- ·
Mapping
Establishment of Water regulation
committees-At least one committee for
each distribution channel
Development of by-laws on water
utilization-Ensuring cost sharing,
community contribution and maintenance
regulations
Develop Bill of quantities for piping and
infrastructure
Procurement of materials/contractor
Installation and construction of water
distribution channels, watering points

Action Points/
Activities

Intervention

Establish
·
water points
outside the
·
forest-To avert
HWC related
to watering
·
points

Indicators
·

Reduced HWC ·

Measure
No of
·
Water
points
established
outside the
state forest
%
Reduction
in HWC
incidences

Records of HWC
·

Records of
HWC
4
Records of
number
of people
accessing
water at
designated
water points

Means of
Verification
·

Time
Frame(Years)

Specific
Objectives

Intervention

Specific
Objectives

Control land Gulley
degradation, rehabilitation
poor crop
productivity,
and soil
erosion,

Out-puts

Action/
Activities

· Identification of gullies and gulley · Enhanced land
formation in Endau-Mapping
management
and community sensitization-6
· Increased
community focus group meetings
knowledge
around Endau Hills Water Tower
· Improved land
· Establishment of one thematic
productivity
committee and development
of Bill of Quantities for gulley
rehabilitation
· Identification of suitable
contractors/Technicians
· Procurement of rehabilitation
materials and services-including
Community contribution
· Rehabilitation of identified gullies,
check dams and gabions
· Area of land under · Area
SLM
· No of farmers
· % increase in land
productivity
· No of farmers with
SLM practices

Indicators

Table 4.3: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Sustainable Land Management Practices

Measure
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Means of
Verification

· Field reports
· Field photos
· Farmer
3
testimonials
· Income and
yield records

Time frame
(Years)
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Out-puts

Action/
Activities

Intervention

Soil erosion
· Mapping and profiling of farms in · Enhanced soil
control in farms Endau Hills Water Tower Buffer
erosion control
zone
· Establishment of farm owners
clusters -To provide group labour
for soil erosion control structures
· Measurements of terraces in
identified farms for digging soil
erosion structures
· Digging of farm control structuresterraces-At-least 200 farms with
soil and water conservation
structures
Conservation · Community mobilization
· Improved
Agriculture (CA) and training of farmers on
farming
and promotion conservation agriculture-At-least
techniques
of appropriate
30 ToT trained
· Enhanced
crop varieties · Identification of model farms in
adoption of
(Drought
drought tolerant
Endau Hills Water Tower
resistant)
crop
· Implementation of conservation
agriculture practices-Atleast 100
farms supported with conservation
agriculture and appropriate crop
varieties

Measure

Indicators
· Harvest
· No of farmers
adopting
· % change in
income

· Field visits
· Field reports
· Photos

Means of
Verification

4

· Area under CA · Farm produce
reports
· Farmers
2
participating
· Income
reports
· Field visits
· Farmer
testimonials

· Areas with soil
· Area
erosion control
· Number of
structure
farmer with
· No of Soil control
soil control
structures
structure

Time frame
(Years)

Specific
Objectives
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Measure

Indicators

Out-puts

Action/
Activities

Intervention

Value chain
· Market and value chain research · Enhanced market · Number of
· Number
and market
of agricultural produce
linkages
functional markets of market
development · Training of farmers on marketing,
established
established
on drought
negotiation skills and product
· % Income change · Income
resistant crops
value addition/agro-processing
including post-harvest storage
· Identification and linking farmers
with potential product buyers
Public
· Hold 6 Barazas in 6 sublocations · Increased
· Number of
· Surveys on
information
to sensitize the community on
knowledge on
media sessions
SLM
dissemination
SLM
SLM
· Number of
people reached
· Develop info-sheets for
information dissemination
· No of SLM
aimed at sensitization
adoptions on
campaigns
· Conduct three media interactive
sessions in local media stations(Musyi FM, Athiani FM,
Syoukimau Fm, County FM)

Means of
Verification
·

·
·

3

Field visits
Area under 4
SLM
Number of
people

· Income
records
· Field visits
· Farmer
testimonials

Time frame
(Years)

Specific
Objectives
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Intervention

Agroforestry
practices

·

·

·

·

Out-puts

Map potential farms and
·
farmers for agroforestry
interventions-at least 300 farms ·
mapped and profiles developedTrain 40 community members
on Agroforestry interventions ·
and on-farm woodlot
establishment
Train 40 farmers on Nursery
Establishment-Targeting
appropriate tree species like
Melia volkensii
Support farmers to establish 3
tree nurseries-Target of 50,000
seedlings for appropriate
agroforestry species on farms
Conduct reforestation and
woodlot establishment in
mapped farms in Endau

Action/
Activities

·

Enhanced
forest cover
Increased
agro-forestry
adoption
Increased
community
knowledge

Indicators
·

Number of
people trained
and adopting

Measure
·

·

Field visits
Field
reports
Photo

Means of
Verification
Area of
·
land under ·
agroforestry
Number of ·
people

5

Time frame
(Years)

Specific
Objectives
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Specific
Objectives

Eliminate
Illegal grazing
and manage
grazing

·

·

Out-puts

Sensitize the community on
·
carrying capacities, stocking
programs, hybrids and grazing
management in all villages-12 ·
sensitization forums
Establish grazing management
committees-6 grazing
management committees in all ·
sublocations with an umbrella
steering committee
Determine carrying capacities
to assist in developing holistic/
grazing management plans,
bylaws and conflict resolution
mechanisms
Develop grazing and holistic
management plans to
strengthen forest zonation-Refer
to forest management programThis to include bylaws and
conflict resolution mechanisms

Action/
Activities

Intervention

Community
·
sensitization,
development
and
implementation
of grazing
·
management
plans

Indicators
Sustainable
·
livestock
Grazing
Increased
knowledge
·
on grazing
management
Enhanced
·
conservation

Number of
functional
committees
established
Number of
grazing plans
implemented
Number of
people trained

Measure
·

·

Means of
Verification
No. of
· Grazing
committee
management
formed
reports
Grazing plan · Committee
established
reports
· Training
reports

3

Time frame
(Years)
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·

·

·

Sensitize the community in all
sublocations on the grazing
management plans and the
by-laws
Implement the grazing
management plans including
supporting to establishment
of grass seed banks in every
village/cluster
Establish market for livestockMarket linkages
Community scouting and patrols
to enforce grazing management
plans and bylaws

Action/
Activities

·

Time frame
(Years)

Means of
Verification

Measure

Indicators

Out-puts

Intervention

Specific
Objectives

Intervention

Issues

Diversify Bee keeping
livelihood farming
options

Out-put

Action/Activities

·
Feasibility studies and
·
development of a business plan to
establish viability of bee keeping in
Endau
·
Identification of at-least
6 groups for beekeeping and
·
registration with the relevant market
based oriented organizations-The
Hive international, Africa beekeepers
Association or the Ministry of
Agriculture and livestock
·
Training on Beekeeping and
apiary management, value addition·
Standardization with the
Kenya Bureau of Standards-Quality
assurance
·
Development of By-laws
and establishment of management
committees
·
Site identification-Mapping
of sites for establishment of
beekeeping in Endau Hills Water
Tower
Enhanced
adoption of
·
beekeeping

Increased ·
knowledge
on
beekeeping
·

Indicators
Number of
people trained

·

household
income
·

·

Apiaries
established

Household
income
reports
Photos
Field visits

Means of
Verification
No. of
·
beehives
established
% of income ·
increase
·
No of
people
trained and
adopting

Table 4.4: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Community Livelihood and Education Programme

Measure
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3

Time frame (Years)
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Intervention

Market
linkages and
Memorandum
of
Understanding

Action/Activities

·

·

·

Out-put

Negotiation and signing of
·
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoUs) with bee keeping
companies and if possible KFS
for bee keeping in the Forest
including provision of technical
skills and purchase of Honey and
hive products
Support to establishment of at
least 6 apiaries in Endau Hills
Water Tower
Support to scaling up-Targeting
500 beehives in Endau

Enhanced
market
linkages

Indicators
·
·
·

Measure
Sales
·
Income
Number of
functional
markets linked

Income /sales
reports

Market survey
reports
3

Means of
Verification
Number of ·
functional
markets
established
·

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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Action/Activities

Intervention

·

·

·

·

Centre of
·
excellence
on honey
production and ·
processing

Out-put

Feasibility studies and
·
development of multi-Agency
coordination team
Environmental and Social
Impacts assessment study·
Identification of potential
positive and negative impacts
·
Memorandum of understanding
with the relevant Kitui county
government and other partners
(financial and technical
contribution and support) and
the community
Training of community-and
formation of Kitui beekeepers’
Cooperative society
Benchmarking and exchange
visit to Baringo honey
processing plant
Establishment of honey
processing plant and Centre of
excellence on honey production,
processing, value addition

Enhanced
knowledge
on
beekeeping
Increased
adoption
Enhanced
Honey
production

Indicators
·
·

·
·

·

No of trained
community
members
No of bee hives
Amount
of honey
produced
Income earned
Number of
resource
centres
established
and functional

Measure
·
·

·

·

Field visits

Reports

Means of
Verification
Adoption of ·
beekeeping
Number of ·
functional
beehives
Income
Resource
centres

3

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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Intervention

Drought
tolerant crops

Action/Activities

·

·

·

·

·

Out-put

Conduct 3 focus group meetings ·
and to sensitize community on
appropriate crops
Profile and identify suitable
crops for farming·
Train at-least 20 community
groups on farming of suitable
crops-Drought resistant crops
and agribusiness
Support establishment of
model farms -At-least 12
model farms and 3 bulking/
aggregation centresestablished
for different crops and farming
methodologies
Farmer to farmer exchange visits
and scaling up

Indicators
Enhanced ·
knowledge
on
·
appropriate
crops
Increased
adoption
·
of drought
tolerant
crops

No of farmers
adoption
Area of
land under
appropriate
crops
Farm produce

Measure
·
·
·

Farm reports
Field visits
Farmers
testimonials

Means of
Verification
Yield
·
Area of land ·
Number of ·
farmers

5

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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Action/Activities

Intervention

·

·

·

Management of ·
grazing

Out-put

· Enhanced
Conduct 10 community
Grazing
sensitization meetings with
management
the community around Endau
Hills Water Tower-On grazing
management
Support established grazing
management committee
(Refer to forest management
programmes) to establish grass
seed banks and bulking centersAt least 3 grass seed -banks
established
Support to establish 3
grass banks-Sourcing and
procurement of quality seed,
planting and farm management
Scaling up-Training of more
farmers and technology transferHarvesting of seed from grass
banks and technical support
to scale up-At-least 300 farms
supported

Indicators
·

·

·

·

No of
committees
established
No of grazing
plans in place
No of grass
banks
established
No of farmers
trained

Measure
·

·

·

Number

Number

Number

Farmers
testimonials
Site visits

·

·

Field reports

Means of
Verification
·

5

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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Action/Activities

Intervention

·

·

·

·

Value addition ·
on Baobab fruits
and tamarind
fruits (Mabuyu)

Out-put

Community sensitization
·
and formation of farmers
association- (Mabuyu
farmergroup)-12 sensitization
meetings in Endau Hills Water
Tower
Mapping of Baobab and
tamarind tree density and
production capacity for
establishing a value addition
Centre in Endau
Identification of potential buyers
of processed products and
entering into a memorandum of
Understanding
Training of the farmers’
association/group on
sustainable harvesting, value
addition, marketing, quality
control and standardization
Establishment of collection
centers and support to
processing and value addition

Diversify
livelihood
options

Indicators
· Reduced
overdependence
on wood forest
products
· Enhanced
household
income
· Processing plant
established

Measure
· No of people
participating
· % increase
in household
income

Means of
Verification
· Reports
· Photos of the
plant
· Field visits

4

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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Action/Activities

Intervention

Quality assurance and
certification with the Kenya
Bureau of standards
Support to establishment of
a processing unit in Endau for
baobab and tamarind
Support to scaling up and
participation in regional and
local agricultural show events

Poultry farming Establishment and training of 20
(women
community women groups on
empowerment) poultry farming
Establishment of 3 model farms in 3
areas in Endau Water Tower-To offer
training, information dissemination
and scaling up
Market linkages-Establish markets
and offer training on agri-business
development

·

·

·

Out-put
Increased
adoption of
diversified
livelihood
options

Indicators
·

·

·

No of
peopletrained
Model farms
established
No of people
adopting

Measure
·

·

·

No of
people
Number
of model
farms
Adoption

Field visits
Field Reports
Photos

Means of
Verification
·
·
·

4

Time frame (Years)

Issues
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INTERVENTION

ISSUES

Conservation and Riparian
management
protection
of critical water
source

·

·

·

·

·

Out-put

Mapping of riparian degradation
·
hotspots
Sensitization of communities along the
riparian zones-Buy in for rehabilitationall households sensitized
·
Community sensitization meetings
in Ndetani – Mukooni village (Kololo
stream, Kakame stream), Katumbi–
Mutalani Village (KwaNzitu stream),
Mutalani – Kivou and other areas to be
mapped out. As hotspots
Development of a detailed bill of
quantities for rehabilitation of mapped
riparian zones
Identification of suitable technical
experts on rehabilitation of gullies and
construction works
profiling of seedling sources-Water
friendly tree species

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

·

Enhanced
·
participation
of community
members
·
Degraded
areas
protected

Indicator

Measure
Number of
seedlings planted

Area of land

Number of
seedlings

Areas secured and ·
rehabilitated

Table 4.5: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Water Resource Management Program

·

Reports
Photos of
5
rehabilitated
site
Field visits

Means of
Verification
·
·

Time frame (Years)
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INTERVENTION

·

·

·

Establishment
·
and strengthen
Water Resource
Users Association ·
(WRUAs)

·
·

Out-put

Identify scope of the Endau Hills Water ·
Tower Catchment to delineate the
WRUAs boundary and drainage
Development of WRUA drainage maps
and scope
Community sensitization and formation
of local planning team and interim Endau
WRUA committee-3 sensitization forums
in Endau
Development of constitution and
acquisition of registration documents
Registration with the relevant
authorities-WRA

Site preparation for planting of suitable/
water friendly tree species
Rehabilitating degraded riparian areas
Regular auditing (survival counts,
replacements, beating up, spot weeding,
reporting)

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

·

Functional
WRUAs in
place

Indicator
·

No of functional
WRUAs

Measure
·

Number

·

·

·

Registration
documents
Meeting
reports
Number of
committees
Field visits

Means of
Verification
·

4

Time frame (Years)

ISSUES
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·

·

Training on governance, financial
management, resource mobilization,
conflict resolution and proposal
development
Development of Sub catchment
management plan (SCMP) for Endau Hills
Water Tower Catchment
Support to implementation of SCMP
priority activities -This shall be from
other partners and the established
Endau Hills Water Tower Conservation
Fund

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

·

Time frame (Years)

Means of
Verification

Measure

Indicator

Out-put

INTERVENTION

ISSUES
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·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Site mapping and identification of
seedling requirement
Site preparation (Staking, pitting and
seedling delivery)
Planting of appropriate water friendly
tree seedlings

INTERVENTION

Rehabilitation of ·
degraded springs
·

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Identify all degraded springs in Endau ·
Hills Water Tower-Mapping and detailed
report on state of spring degradation
and proposed rehabilitation
Develop a detailed bill of quantities
for rehabilitation through fencing,
appropriate planting of tree seedlings,
water distribution to avoid exploitation
Identification of all springs requiring
fencing to secure their water resources
Development of bill of quantitiesMaterial requirement
Identification of suitable contractors and
technical people
Fencing

Out-put

Spring protection ·

Increased
water
volumes

Reduced
spring
degradation

Indicator
No of Springs
protected

Number of springs
rehabilitated

·

Measure
Area

Number

·

·

·

·

·
·

Status and
audit reports 2.5
Photos of
reforested
areas
Field visits

WRA &
WRUAs
2
Reports
Field reports
Photos

Means of
Verification
·

Time frame (Years)

ISSUES
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INTERVENTION

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Out-put

Identification of springs with viable
· Reduced spring
water sources for distribution
degradation
Detailing state of development in the
springs
Mapping of the distribution channels
and development of bill of quantities
for pipping and distribution-Including
construction of water points/Kiosks and
water troughs
Establishment of water management
committees and fund through Payment
for maintenance and development from
the water kiosks
Needs assessment in Endau Hills Water · Improved water
Tower buffer zone households
harvesting at
Identification and profiling of at-least 30 household level
households and 4 schools for roof water
harvesting
Preparation of Bill of material quantities
for roof water harvesting
Procurement of materials and
installation of water harvesting in atleast 30 households and 4 schools
Community sensitization-6 community
barazas on roof water harvesting in
Endau Hills Water Tower

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

Promote Water ·
Harvesting-Roof
harvesting
·

Development
of water
infrastructure
and distribution
system (Piping)

Measure

Indicator
· No of water
· No of households
installed with water
harvesting systems

· Field Reports
· Photos of
infrastructure
· Field visits

Means of
Verification

· No of tanks and · Field reports
water harvesting · Field visits
structures
· No. of people
and livestock
served

· No of people served · No of systems
rehabilitated
· No of systems
and people
rehabilitated
served
· % Reduction in water
collection time
· Improved water
quality & quantity

3

5

Time frame (Years)

ISSUES
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·

Out-put

Mapping of rivers and streams and
·
identification of potential areas for
installation of water gauging stations
Procuring equipment and installation
in designated areas-At-least 3 gauging
stations installed
Training of local WRUA members
on information consumption and
dissemination to the community for
early warning and preparednessplanting, farm preparation, and disaster
preparedness

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

INTERVENTION

Establishment of ·
automatic water
gauging stations
·

Indicator
Timelydataon ·
river flows

Periodic data
records

Monthly and
Annual Water 5
reports
Field visits
and reports

Means of
Verification

Measure
Monthly and annual ·
water volume
records/reports
·

Time frame (Years)

ISSUES
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ISSUES

Sustainably
manage Sand
Harvesting

INTERVENTION

Effective
legislation

·

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

Out-put

Support Kitui County Government
·
develop effective legislation on sand
harvesting
Community /stakeholder engagement-6
community barazas on effects of sand
harvesting for development of Kitui
County Sand harvesting policy and bill
One leaders workshop to sensitize
political leaders on the sand harvesting
Policy and bill
Development of Draft Kitui County Policy
and Bill on sand harvesting-Technical
expert
Stakeholder review of the draft Kitui
sand harvesting policy and bill on sand
harvesting-Validation
Breakfast meeting with County assembly
relevant committees to for support to
enact the sand harvesting policy and bill
Media engagement and lobbying
Presentation to the County Assembly of
Kitui County for debate and enactment
Commissioning of Kitui County Sand
Harvesting Act

ACTION/
ACTIVITIES

·

Indicator
Enhanced
·
management
of Sand
harvesting in
Kitui
·

Measure
effective
·
Legislation on sand
harvesting in in
place
·
Sand harvesting
committees in
place

No. of
Committees
established
Copies of
legislation
enacted and
distributed
·

Minutes
Copies
3
of sand
harvesting
legislation
Field reports

Means of
Verification
·
·

Time frame (Years)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Endau hills Water Tower list of stakeholders
S/no Organization

Category of Conservation Contacts
stakeholder involvement
rating in Endau

1.

County Government-Kitui

State

Moderate

2.

CGK-Department of Energy

State

Low

3.

CGK-Department of
Environment

State

Moderate

4.

State

Low

5.

CGK- Department of Agri/
livestock/water
CGK- Department of Lands

State

Moderate

6.

MCA Endau/Malalani ward

State

Moderate

0725783815

7.

KFS

State

Moderate

0722780999

8.

KEFRI

State

Moderate

9.

CARITAS-Kitui

Non-State

Moderate

10.

NEMA-Kitui

State

Low

0722983238
0722427231
0720328566
foodsecurity@
dioceseofkitui.org
0724028485

11.

Water Resource Authority

State

Low

0721520508

12.
13.

CEFA
Kitui County Charcoal
Transporters Association

Non-State
Non-State

Lows
Low

0790733210
0713872802

14.

County Commissioner- Kitui

State

Moderate

0712193403

15.

Eastern Environmental concern

Non-State

Low

0713152564

16.

Kenyatta University

State

Low

0722240042

0725819005
0733433336
0727704039
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S/no Organization

Category of Conservation Contacts
stakeholder involvement
rating in Endau

17.

SEKU-University

State

Moderate

Met-Department-Kitui

State

Low

Better Globe forestry

Non-State

Low

Tana-Athi water services board

State

Low

KWS

State

Low

Green Africa Foundation

Non-State

Low

0714188538
/0722722915

National Drought Management
Authority(NDMA)

State

Low

0721279580

SASOL (Sahelian Solutions)

Non-State

Low

0720273244

Kenya Climate Change Working
Group

Non-State

Low

0723113896

Anglican Development Services

Non-State

Low

0722286950

Community Voluntary
Development Network
Association
Area Chiefs

Non-State

Moderate

0717590004

State

High

0727816387

Endau Community Members

Public

High
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0724147913
pnjuru@seku.ac.ke

0790758207

Appendix 2: Water resources
River

Usual state

State of flooding
down stream

Source

Enziu
Kakungumele
Kathothya
Kalulu
Munyuni
Kololo
Kakongwe
Eli Mukuyu
Kwa Kisamaba
Mukanga

Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal

NO
NO
NO
NO
YES/Minimal
YES/ Minimal
NO
NO
NO
NO

Mwingi area
Endau hill
Kathothya spring
Endau Hill
Runoff
Ikituku,Kwa Kamba, Yongoni
Kang’ela
Kwa Kisamba
Kwa Kalu

Appendix 3: Water Springs in Endau Forest Hill
Name of Spring

Location

Katathani (1) spring Malalani within
forest boundary

Altitude in Main uses
metres asl
857
Watering
livestock

Katathani (2) spring Malalani within
forest boundary

845

Mativo Katothia
cave

Malalani

650

Yamyundo spring

Malalani within
forest boundary
Malalani

758

Kaundwa springs
(Two sets of water
springs)
Kaliluni spring

Watering
livestock &
domestic uses
Domestic
consumption

1,060

Twambui location 674
within forest
boundary

Dried up since
1960
Watering
livestock &
domestic uses
Watering for
livestock &
wildlife

Threats
Siltation & erosion
caused by over
grazing
-do-

Siltation from
upstream
sediments
Siltation &
livestock grazing
Erosion & siltation
from uncontrolled
grazing and
watering
Grazing, charcoal
production,
wanton tree
felling, soil erosion
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Name of Spring

Location

Kwa-Mbusyu spring Katumbi location

Altitude in Main uses
metres asl
243
Public access
spring

Kivou spring; -never Katumbi location
dries up
within Endau
forest
Kitungu shallow
Ndetani location
well-privately
owned

889

Watering
livestock

477

Watering
livestock &
domestic uses

Kangela springpermanent water
source
Kwa-Muungwa
spring

Katumbi locationwithin Endau
forest
Katumbi location
within Endau
forest
Kwa-Kisamba spring Syou location
within Endau
forest
Kwa-Mpepo spring Katumbi location

548

Domestic
consumption
and livestock
Livestock
watering point

750

795

Livestock
watering

789

Mainly for
domestic uses

Kwa-Muteiya water Syou location
project/spring

890

Ngunga imwe

1,050

Watering point
for livestock/
wildlife
Domestic uses
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Threats
Charcoal
production,
wanton tree
felling, soil erosion
Siltation due to
upland erosion
Sedimentation
& erosion from
vegetation
clearing
Potentially erosion
from grazing &
tree felling
Grazing, erosion &
sedimentation
Exposure to
erosion caused by
over grazing
Wildlife conflicts
and siltation from
upland erosion
Grazing livestock,
sedimentation &
erosion
Uncontrolled
grazing, vandalism
of water pipes

Appendix 4: The Planning Process
The planning process was based on the following guidelines:

i. Pre-planning and Scoping the Plan
This established the scope of work, developed the Terms of Reference (ToRs) and
resource mobilization strategies. The plan gave clarification on the rationale for a
management plan, gave a time-frame for the plan, delegated responsibilities, with a
detailed work plan and outlined a budget.

ii.Stakeholder engagement
This was accomplished through identifying the exceptional values of Water towers and
developing a vision statement based on these values and involved the following;

iii. Developing a vision statement and objective for the Water Tower
The management plan considered what the Stakeholders desired as the future condition
of the Water Tower and articulated it in a vision statement. It involved integrating
ecological, socio-economic, cultural, spiritual, technological, political and institutional
perspectives. The vision provides the desired goal for the Endau Ecosystem at the end
of the implementation period. The visioning workshop was conducted in Kitui County
on June 2018. Ecosystem Management objectives depicted the precise goals that the
management plan aims to achieve. All stakeholders were involved in formulating the
objectives to ensure common understanding and ownership during implementation.
These objectives were linked to the management strategies and activities.

iv. Drafting the Management Plan
All the information collected consolidated by KWTA producing the first draft that was
subjected to a stakeholder review and validation

v. Content validation, visioning and management plan draft validation
The Ecosystem Management plan draft was subjected to a stakeholder workshop
to validate the Ecosystem Management plan contents, critique and provide more
information on the process of development. During this workshop, visioning, action
planning and validation of the Ecosystem Management plan was done.

vi. Review and finalizing the Ecosystem Management Plan
The final Endau Ecosystem Management Plan was subjected to external review
by experts, compilation and designing after which it was endorsed by the main
implementing agencies.
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vii. Endorsement and approval for implementation
This involved submission of the final plan for approval by the management of Kenya
Water Tower Agency (KWTA) and dissemination to all relevant stakeholders.

viii. Management Plan Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting
In order to successfully track implementation of the Management Plan, a monitoring
framework was developed. This will help to track and report on progress on the Plan’s
implementation against the set targets. It will help in identifying program management
issues and provide early feedback in implementation process for adaptive management.

Appendix 5: Attendance List of Stakeholders
Endau Ecosystem Management Plan Dissemination-Kitui County Stakeholders
Name

Institution

ID

Contact

EVERLYNE KITAVI

County Government of
Kitui (CGOK)-ENR
CGOK- LIHUD

26409592

0723324505

30230887

0721690200

24382269

0724493928

BENARD MULEVU

Endau Malalani Ward
Administrator
CGOK-LIHUD

1043517

0720814055

DENNIS ISIKA

SEKU

22071019

0724641447

NYAMAI VUVA

MUSEKAVO CFA

20318491

0728639501

SUSAN K. MULI

CGOK-ENR

34468894

0708594590

FAITH MOKI

CGOK-ENR

25254896

0729876992

ROSEMARY MUSAU

CGOK-AGRI

7409536

0711467493

JOSEPH MUSYOKA

MEDIA

29007322

0716136876

YOANA KIMWELE

MEDIA

22589295

0713251646

DR. WINFRED MUSILA

KWTA

10514961

0722493915

SYLVIA MWALEWA

KEFRI-KITUI

25045373

0716503199

LUCY KADENYI

METAMETA-NGO

3137059

0703480669

CHARLES GITONGA

KFS-MUTITU

9697635

0722912765

BERNARD K. KIGWA

KEFRI-KITUI

36063009

0722427231

MARGARET MAWIA

WRA

26936782

0711404818

FRANCIS MULU
MARY MBUUKO
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ELIUD K. MWANGI

WRA

3702384

0714556231

SAMUEL N. KIMANTHI

CHIEF-ENDAU LOCATION

0275553

0727816387

KENNEDY MICHUBU

KWTA

28266728

0725915313

JOSHUA MAINGA

KWTA

14426242

0712064358

MIRRIAM MUTUKU

KWTA

10114006

0726304952

JOYCE WANGARI

KWTA

29633660

0728101868

JUSTUS EREGAE

KWTA

2144261

0723805913

ODIDO J. OBIERO

NGAO

10599838

0722530143

VINCENT MAINGA

KWTA

20758139

0719118343

PUBLIC BARAZA ENDAU ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLAN DISERMINATIONKAMUSA SHOPPING CENTER-ENDAU LOCATION
No.

Name

ID no

TEL NO

1.

Waindo Nambu

2.

Nzevela Musembi

3.

Katuta Kithongo

4.

Samuel Kiema

3195929

0719334414

5.

Mulamu Mutungi

14448480

0702555469

6.

Kula Mwanza

11856065

0714220096

7.

Daniel Musya

4636009

8.

Stephen Munyao

23826327

0720350711

9.

Elijah Mutemi

298833276

0701912818

10.

Onesmus Kimantho

8310682

0714140512

Kimanzi Musya

20769267

0712016017

Jane Kagogo

33791990

0792871923

Geoffrey Malombe

3717294

0720343924

Kamuti Muthoka

8536882

0713578725

Musau Watene

7413909

0708274760

Geoffrey Kitungu

14458547

0700763410

0710526082

Elizabeth Kamuti
Kisilu
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No.

Name

ID no

TEL NO

Kingole Kisuu

94275064

0711936348

Kiosya Mbiwa

26329721

0713697650

Salome Mungola

21170119

0703438447

Musenya Kaula

6814228

0702923895

Faith Nguu

32089288

0792760050

Musali Kimeu

25887807

0718846502

Rose Kamama

0795655263

Kamene Ngei
Jonathan Makati

11856493

0727913008

Festus Tito

4636577

0702400488

Nzomo Mulinge

6388949

0700068309

Mauta Msulu

6388067

0711484803

Ngei Kimeu

10434417

0708381818

Mbai Munyanga

9937041

0728976505

Mutemi Kithongo

30639711

Nzamba Mutua

5332360

0716253967

Kathendu Muthui

20136860

0720909006

Samuel Mesembi

12630054

0712097881

Elijah Mulingwa

9277817

0716661001

Ngena Kimanthi

Mulinge Kyengo
Esther Mary

0712915935

Katuku Kamuti
Eliza Nzambali

30644464

0712469557

Wanzia Mutemi

25783101

0712835907

Kalee Kwaya
Karata Nanta

0700511470

Kaunga Kimweli
Kalimi Muthoka

14455858

Syambua Mulwa
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No.

Name

ID no

TEL NO

Mwikali Kiema
Mwende Mbaluka
Kamitha Ndia

20630307

0790971761

6814072

0713268587

Ngwenze Mutungi
Musingi Muthangya
Syambua Kimwele

0723675310

Musembe Mutisya

0708067273

Kaki Mburi

9445331

Nzomo Mbiwa

11855918

0724889334

Ngala Ndaka
Samuel Musemi

32941365

Wamburo Munyasua
Mutunga Ndetei
Musowa Syovu
Anwa Thalu

PUBLIC BARAZA ENDAU ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLAN DISERMINATION-KOI
SHOPPING CENTER-MALALANI LOCATION
Elijah Kisilu

1737648

0727461620

Kimanzi Mwengi

11856107

0702399579

Kimende Ndetei
Kithembe Ndetei
Nzyoki Kithuku
Mumbwa Wambua
Mbeti Mwakuya
Munyau Mutua
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Mbaki Munyau
Muthoka Musila
Nzamba Mutua
John Muli
Musembi Mbevo
Willy Kavoi
Musembi Mutisya

0708067273

Kaki Mbuvi

9445331

Nzomo Mbiwa

11855918

Ngaka Ndaka
Samuel Musembi
Wambuso Musyoka
Samuel Musembi
Wambuso Munyasya
Mutunga Ndetei
Musyoka Syovo
Ann Thalu
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0724889334

Appendix 6: Local Planning Team
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